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Corinth Excavations Focus on Panayia Field 
Guy D.R. Sanders, Director ofthe Corinth Excavations, reviews the progress made at the 
School's oldest excavation over the past two summers. 

Excavations since 1995 in the Panayia 
Field, southeast of the Forum at Coήnth, 
have uncovered the remains of a middle 
Roman town house with mosaic and marble 
floors; buildings of the sixth century, in
cluding a small bath structure and its ninth
century destruction; scattered fragments of 
Byzantine occupation; and the foundations 
of several mid-nineteenth-century build
ings. In the summers of 1999 and 2000 
work concentrated on the recovery of the 
floor levels and the excavation of the rob
bing trenches of the walls of the Roman 
house. Α large area to the north of the Ro
man building was opened up to below the 
nineteenth-century hoήzon in preparation 
for the 2001 campaign. 

The Roman house has now been ex
posed over an extent of approximately 750 
square meters and the remains appear to 
belong to a single large building. The build
ing is extremely fragmentary, having had 
the majority of its walls robbed out. The 
floors, however, are reasonably well pre
served. The rooms towards the west have 
now been exposed for some time, parts hav
ing been excavated by the Greek Archaeo
logical Service and parts exposed in previ
ous seasons of work by the School between 
1995 and 1999. The building as exposed has 
two peristyle courts between which are a 
suite of five rooms, which may tentatively 
be identified as more public than private 
spaces. These include a room with a cen
trally placed rectangular fountain pool sur
rounded by mosaics with geometric mo
tives, a room with more intήcate geometήc 
mosaic pattems, and a room paved in 
marble with a centrally placed octagonal 
fountain. Linkage between these rooms and 
the courts can be established in some cases 
by traces of door thresholds and in others 
by water supply and drainage pipes that 

traverse the area. Α large room with earthen 
floors to the north of the suite of five rooms 
implicitly belongs with them by reason of 
a water pipe supplying the octagonal foun
tain that runs partly under the floor of the 
room and was perhaps laid in doorways 
oήginally connecting the spaces. 

Four large rooms to the north and east 
of the east court can only be linked with the 
suite by circumstantial evidence. For in
stance, the same destruction debήs covered 
the floor of the room to the north of the east 
court. 

The floors of the Roman house were 
kept exceptionally clean of mateήal culture. 
Very little contemporary pottery has been 
found to date except a single half-preserved 
cooking vessel sealed below the destruction 
debήs in the room north of the east court. 

contίnued on page 5 

Small-scale sculpture of the goddess Roma, 
recoνered in corridor of Roman House during 
'00 Corinth excaνation. 

Argive Heraion Sculpture is Revisited 
r 

Carol Lawton (Lawrence University ), ElizabethA. Whitehead Vιsiting Professor in 1999-2000, 
reports her progress with the publication of sculpture from the Temple of Hera at Argos. 
Her efforts further work begun by the School over α century ago. 

In one of its earliest excavations, con
ducted in four seasons from 1892 to 1895, 
the Ameήcan School unearthed the substan
tial but fragmentary remains of the Classi
cal Temple of Hera at the Argive Heraion. 
Although the results of the excavations 
were published by its director, Charles 
Waldstein, in two volumes in 1902 and 
1905, neither the temple nor its sculptural 
decoration has been completely published. 
In the summer of 1999, Chήstopher Pfaff, 
author of a forthcoming volume on the ar
chitecture of the temple, and Ι received per-

mission from the Ministry of Culture to 
undertake the complete publication of the 
temple 's sculpture, now housed in the Na
tional Archaeological Museum in Athens. 
Although parts of the National Museum 
suffered extensive damage in the earth
quake of September 7, 1999, the hard
pressed but gracious staff of the Museum 
nevertheless allowed us to begin work as 
planned in the fall, and we completed the 
initial examination of the fragments in the 
summer of 2000. Ino Ioannidou and Lenio 

contίnued on page 6 
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Α Classic in his Field 

The passing of Homer Armstrong Thomp
son, who died in Hightstown, NJ on May 7, 
2000, has occasioned numerous tributes by 
family, friends, dignitaries, and colleagues. 
Many honored his memory by attending 
memorίal servίces held on June 26 ίn the 
Stoa of Attalos, Athens, and on October 21 
at Nassau Presbyterίan Church in Prίnce
ton, NJ. An anonymous donor has endowed 
the Homer Thompson/Walter Graham Chaίr 
ίn Aegean Prehίstory at the Unίversίty of 
Toronto, where Homer Thompson taught 
from 1933 untίl1946. Dίrector Emeήtus of 
the Agora Excavatίons, he leaves α legacy 
that is best summed up not by the facts and 
figures of an obituary but by the words and 
sentίments of those who knew hίm. One of 
those ίs John ΜcΚ. Camp 11, who succeeded 
Homer Thompson as Agora Dίrector and 
whose heartfelt eulogy emphasίzes Homer 
Thompson 's legacy. 

The bare facts of Homer Thompson 's 
~ong and productive life have been repeated 
m numerous obituaήes . HomerThompson's 
position as one of the outstanding Ameή
can Classical archaeologists of the twenti
eth century is secure. Here Ι would like to 
share memoήes and try to bήng to life the 
extraordinary man behind these impressive 
achievements. 

Ι have always been impressed by the 
foresight of Homer's parents in matters of 
nomenclature. Of all the possible names 
available to them in 1906, what led them, Ι 
wonder, to choose the greatest name of 
Oreek antiquity for one who was to do so 
much to bήng ancient Greece to life. 

Those who knew him will remember a 
small, neat man, with a ready smile and 
twinkling eyes. For those ofyou who didn't 
know him, Craig Mauzy has assembled a 
seήes of photographic portraits which illus
trate his character remarkably well. My 
personal favorite shows him in a typical 
pose, with the head tilted to one side, the 
eyes piercing and observant, looking for all 
the world like an attentive bird. This avian 
appearance was heightened by the youthful 
bounce of his stήde, so that he seemed al
most to hop around the site. This is the atti
tude Ι reca11 when he visited our trenches, 
when his keen eye would notice a wall not 
yet uncovered or some feature of the stratig
raphy which explained everything. Obser
vations were made and questions were 
asked. These visits were humbling experi-
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Homer Annstrong Thompson, 1906- 2000 

ences; you were always glad to see him 
come and usually relieved to see him go. 
Certainly, they made my Ph.D. oral exams 
seem like a piece of cake in comparison. 

Though he was small in stature, Ι often 
have a mental image of Homer as the 

Dorothy Burr Thompson composed the follow
ίng poem as α gift to her husband. lt accom
panied an orίginal 1839 engraving by W.H. 
Barlett, which depicted an area of the Agora with 
which Homer Thompson was intimately familiar. 

ODE ΤΟ Η.Α .Τ. 

September 7, 1981 
, 

Here, in this little frame, your memory 
Will find the setting of your active life. 
Here, in the background lie the hills you see 
Where first you met your very humble wife. 
Here, ση the left, the temple where you found 
Byron 's dear friend- and there the sacred hill 
Where tourists' feet erase Athena's ground. ' 
But you perceive its implications stίll . 

Beneath these roofs the market used to stand 
There, ίn the foreground, where the shepherds lie: 
As a mere youth, your searching first began, 
Το bare the meeting-place of Attic land, 
Detected by your penetrating eye, 
When men gave sovereignty to everyman. 
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Colossos of Rhodes, the way it is improb
ably shown ίη many modern restorations 
with feet widespread, one foot planted ο~ 
each side of the entrance into the harbor. In 
~omer's case, one foot was planted fmnly 
ιη the Agora excavations, to which he de
voted his entire active scholarly career and 
from which he extracted information for all 
peήods and all aspects of Greece's great
est city. The other foot was planted ίη Pήnce
ton, New Jersey, where at the Institute for 
Advanced Study he attracted a wide array 
of ίntemational scholars who came to study 
and to share their knowledge. Drawing 
from these two ήch sources, Homer had the 
widest imagίnable range of knowledge on 
~11 aspects of ancient Greece. In an age of 
ιncreased specialization he wrote authoή
tatively on pottery, architecture, sculpture, 
and topography, from the Iron Age to Late 
Antiquity. Youthful and vigorous himself, 
he was a rare and real example of that tired, 
old, overused cliche: a giant in the field. 

It often seems as though archaeology is 
divided among plow horses and race horses, 
and the field needs both. Slow, careful 
scholars willing to invest the time and bor
ing hours, plodding along, poήng over the 
rnίnute differences in hundreds of objects, 
painstakingly assembling the catalogues 

contίnued on page 19 
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Conference and Ίrip Highlight Crete 2000 Celebration 

Last July, the School hosted α serίes of events ίn celebratίon of one hundred years of Amerίcan archaeology ίn East Crete. James D. 
Muhly, Dίrector ofthe School, summarίzes thίs memorable occasίon. 

Now that it is over Ι believe it is possible 
to declare the Crete 2000 celebration a great 
success! Had Ι known a year ago what Ι 
know now, Ι might have had second 
thoughts about such a comprehensive, 
wide-ranging celebration. That we "pulJed 
it off' is due to the outstandίng support Ι 
received from everyone here in Athens, es
pecially conference coordinator Liz Papa
georgiou, ASCSA Associate Member Evi 
Sikla (especially for her work on the Crete 
2000 volume, which actually arrived at 
the School in time for the opening of the 
conference), School Archivist Natalia 
Vogeikoff-Brogan (for organizing the su
perb exhibit in the Gennadius Library, 
"Breaking Ground: Pioneer Ameήcan Ar
chaeologists in Crete"), and Tom Brogan, 
Director of the INSTAP East Crete Study 
Center and field director of the Mochlos 
excavations (for arranging the Cretan excur
sion as well as for organizing a superb re-

. ception, for some 300 guests, at the 
INSTAP Study Center). The work of my 
two colleagues ο η the Program Committee, 
Leslie Preston Day and Margaret Mook, 
has, however, just begun, as we must now 
press on with prompt publication of the 
scholarly conference held in the Gennadius 
Library. 

Some highlights will remain with every
one who took part in the entίre celebration. 
The remarks by Ambassador Nicholas 
Bums at the opening night ceremony, es
pecially his descήption of Harriet Boyd's 
having broken the glass ceiling on female 
participation in archaeological fieldwork, 
were very well received. Geraldine Gesel\ , 
Executive Director ofthe Kavousi Excava
tions, gave a remarkable survey of Ameή

can archaeology on Crete in her keynote 
address, with superb slides, both archival 
and modem. 

The papers presented at the conference 
were outstanding, but most striking was the 
quality of the photographs and the graph
ics used to illustrate every lecture. Comput
eήzed graphics have sίrnply revolutionized 
the visual presentation of archaeological 
research. Ι certainly can remember the 
pήrnitive state of the mateήal used to illus
trate mostAIA lectures (including my own) 
back in the 1960s. Now the full-color maps, 
plans, charts, and diagrams produced on the 
computer are not only informative and im
mediately intelligible; they are often down-

Clockwίse from top: ( 1) Partίcίpants ίn the trίp to East Crete hear about the Late Minoan I town 
on the ίsland of Pseίra, excavated by Phίlίp Betancourt and Costis Davaras. (2) Je.ffrey Soles, 
Dίrector of the Mochlos excavatίons, wίth Harrίet Boyd Hawes Savage and Jane Gepfert Hawes, 
both descendants of Hflrriet Boyd Hawes, the pioneer archaeologist who ίnaugurated Amerίcan 
field work ίn Crete. (3) Jeremy Sabloff, Dίrector ofthe Unίversity of Pennsylvanίa Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthιυpology, and Paula Sabloff, at the openίng nίght of the celebrations at the 
Gennadίus Lίbrary. 

ήght beautiful. The chal\enge of the future 
is to transfer this material from the com
puter screen and the lecture hall to the 
pήnted page. Archaeological publication is 
on the verge of a technological revolution, 
and Ι hope to see the American School at 
the forefront of this transformation. 

The three-day tήp to Crete was an amaz
ing adventure. Expecting from twenty to 
thirty participants, we had to start telling 
people (after some 150 had signed up) that 
they could not be included. There were 
some last-rninute cancellations because of 
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the intense heat (the hottest week in Greece 
in over 50 years), but 120 stalwart souls 
were on the boat fromAyios Nikolaos to the 
island of Pseira. Once on the island Phil 
Betancourt, Director of the Pseira excava
tions, lectured to what must have been the 
largest η umber of people ο η the island since 
the Late Minoan ill C peήod (not overlook
ing the small Byzantine settlement). 

The intense heat at Kavousi, during the 
visits to the Kastro and Vronda, was unbe
lievable, quite unlike anything Ι have ever 

contίnued on page 18 



Site of Ikaria Returns to Light 

Α student at College Year in Athens in 1970-1971, Elizabeth King Filiotis retum ed to Greece 
after receiving an Μ.Α. f rom the Institute of Archaeology at the University of London. She 
has devoted herself to conserving the Sanctuary of Dionysos at 1karia, site of the School 's 
first excavation in 1888, as she reports here. 

Almost hidden among the pines on the 
northeastem slopes of Μι Pendeli lies the 
center of the ancient Attic deme of Ikaria, 
with its Classical-period Sanctuary of 
Dionysos, which gave the area its present
day name, Dionysos. According to ancient 
tradition, this was the first town in Attica to 
welcome the god Dionysos when he arrived 
from the East to introduce his worship; in 
appreciation, he taught the local leader 
Ikarios to plant the grape vine and to make 
wine. The Ikarians also claimed to have in
troduced the worship of Dionysos in Attica 
along with the creation of tragic drama, and 
according to their tradition, Thespis actu
ally lived here in the sixth century B.C. 
Every winter in the month Poseidonia, the 
festival of the Lesser or Rural Dionysia was 
held in the theatral area, where the present 
site lies. 

The American School has been associ
ated with this site for more than a hundred 
years. Ikaήa was first discovered by the 
German archaeologist Arthur Milchoefer, 
who noticed a ruined Byzantine chapel built 
of ancient marble blocks and tried to exca
vate at his own expense in 1886-1887. 
When he ran out of funds, he approached 
Augustus Chapman Meπiam , Director of 
the School (1887-1888), who found the site 
promising and assigned Carl W. Buck to 
excavate. Buck began digging in February 
1888, with considerable success. The apse 
of the ruiηed Β yzantine chapel was a fourth
century choregic monument, which was left 
untouched. However, the rest of the chapel 
was dismantled and soon several fiηe pieces 
of archaic sculpture and enough inscήptions 
were recovered to firrnly identify the site as 
the center of the ancient deme of Ikaria. 
Structural remains included foundations of 
a temple of Apollo Pythias, a theatral area, 
a polygonal peήbolos wall, and the serni
circular choregic monument, as we11 as two 
unidentified buildings and several statue 
bases. While every piece of sculpture and 
every inscription was recorded and dis
cussed in the report, there was no mention 
of any pottery, and findspots were not 
clearly given. However, the SchoolArchives 
still have the photographs taken by S.B.P. 
Trowbήdge and Louis Dyer duήng the ex
cavations, which have helped to clarify sev
eral issues. 
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Archaic head of Dionysosfound undemeath 
the Byzantine chapel at Ikaria, 1888. 

Buck worked at Ikaria until January 
1889 and published his report in the Ameri
can Journal of Archaeology for 1889 and 
in the School Papers V, 1886-1890. Then 
the site was left to grow pine trees for al
most a hundred years. Ι first saw Ikaria to
tally abandoned to rampant vegetation in 
1971; Ι recall having difficulty disceming 
the stones among the plants. Fortunately, for 
its centenary celebration in 1981, the School 
decided to clean up the site, and a fiηe job 
was done under the direction of Professor 
William R. Biers, with architectural stud
ies by Thomas D. Bόyd . Their work is clearly 
recorded in Hesperia 51 :1 (1982), pp. 1- 18. 

After 1982, Ikaria again retumed to its 
vegetation, but Agora Excavation Director 
Johη Camp regularly brought School stu
dents there. Ι moved to Dionysos in 1990 
and when my last child (of five) started 
school in 1995, Ι was finally able to get in
volved with the site. Ι encouraged the local 
Amelioration Society ofDionysos to invite 
Mr. Camp to explaiη "our" antiquities to ιιs, 
and when he came, Ι found a number of 
residents who wanted to improve condi
tions in any way we could. Legally the site 
had reverted to the Greek Archaeological 
Society, but all the records were in the 
School's Archives, and Mr. Camp kindly 
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sponsored me as a visiting reader so that Ι 
could begin col1ecting and studying the 
material. Meanwhile, with the other 
Dionysos residents, Ι invited the Ephor of 
B'Attiki Aηtiquities, George Steinhauer, to 
review the s.tatus of the site. He and his ar
chitect, Fotini Karasavva, agreed to con
sider Ikaria/Dionysos for protection and 
preservation. The Greek Archaeological 
Service sent its specialized workers to clean 
the monuments while the town and local 
cultural society helped with the removal of 
plants and tidying the area. The Archaeo
logical Service replaced the fence and gate 
along the road and put in a large new gate 
to allow vehicle access. Their architect has 
made a site plan to go into the database of 
the Service and has studied the possibility 
of rescuing the choregic monument of 
Agnias, the best preserved on the site and 
fourth-largest in all Attica. Α topographical 
survey was also carried out, and the Stone 
Center studied the feasibility ofpreserving 
the three inscήptions remaining in situ, al
beit disappearing under lichen. Their esti
mate was very costly so Ι suggested that the 
Service askAgora Conservator Alice Pater
akis to clean and preserve the inscήptions. 
With the archaeologist responsible for this 
area, Maia Platonos, we discussed specific 
questions that the first excavation reports 
had left unclear, and she reopened a few old 
trenches to clarify those points. We were 
very fortunate to have the expertise of 
Stelios Tήandis , the most expeήenced re
storer of marble monuments in the Service; 
it was he who saved the site from the ter
ήble fιre that bumed the whole suπound
ing area in the summer of 1998. It was a 
severe blow to the whole Archaeological 
Service when he died the fo11owing winter. 

With the encouragement of Judith 
Binder, Senior Associate Member at the 
School, Ι act as a catalyst, urging the Ser
vice to continue the vaήous projects we 
have begun. Ι am providing photographs 
and identification cards for the objects from 
the site, a11 of which need to be located and 
their information fed into the database. Ιη 
the future, Ι hope to write a guidebook and 
prepare a permanent display of photo
graphs, information, and casts to remain on 
the site. For the past three years, Ι have pre
sented lectures with slides to local interest 
groups and schools, while wήting articles 
for papers and a web page. We have held a 
moonlight piano concert and a school pro
duction about ancient Greek theater at the 
site, and we hope to use the ancient theater 
for other cultural events when appropήate. 

Although progress has been slow, Ikaria is 
certainly not forgotten any longer and Ι 
sha11 continue in my role as catalyst. 



Panayia Field 
contίnued from page 1 

This is the same room in which two half
lifes ized fresco representations of Nike 
were found in 1996. Significant quantities 
of this fresco program were recovered in 
2000, but since cleaning and mending of the 
material have not begun, nothing can yet be 
said about what this latest find may contrib
ute to our understanding of fourth-century 
painting. The wall paintings will be inte
grated by Sarah Lepinski of Bryn Mawr 
College into her Ph.D. 

Another exception to the general paucity 
of finds within the house was the find of 
nine smaiJ-scale sculptures in a corridor to 
the north of the suite of public rooms. These 
have now been fully cleaned and mended. 
The deities represented are Arternis, Aphro
dite, Roma, Europa, Pan, Herakles, Diony
sos, and Asklepios (twice). Several pieces 
preserve fragments of gold leaf and large 
expanses of the red adhesive used to attach 
it. The collection is of uniformly high qual
ity and two sculptures, the Roma and the 
Aphrodite, appear to have been made by the 
same workshop. Lea Stirling ofthe Univer
sity of Manitoba has accepted responsibίl

ity for publishing the sculpture. 
Nurnismatic evidence indicates that the 

building was destroyed by fιre circa 365-
375 A.D., plausibly the direct result of the 
earthquake of 365 or 375. The house and 
its fumishings are thus more or less contem
porary with the Cenchreai glass panels and 
represent an eye-catching addition to what 
is known of Corinthian life in the later 
fourth century. 

The walls were robbed out in the sixth 
century to recover blocks with which to 
construct the bath and long building uncov
ered and reported in previous seasons. The 
fill of the robbing trenches ο η the building's 
west side contained the substantial remains 
of three early- to rniddle-Geometric vessels 
of types frequently found in graves. Added 
to a Geometric pin and finger ήng found in 
earlier seasons, this mateήal suggests that 
the stone robbing operation disturbed 
graves of that peήod underlying the floors 
of the Roman house. On the east side of 
the area the Roman floor was removed, 
revealing the remains of two walls meeting 
at ήght angles. Although the associated 
strata have not yet been excavated, the 
walls appear to belong stylistically to a pre
Classical peήod. 

Το the north of the Roman house an area 
of about 550 square meters was opened up 
and excavated almost completely to medi
eval strata. The remains of a house 18 
meters long by 5.5 meters wide were re-
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Floor plan of Roman town house excavated ίn the Panayίa Fίeld, Ancίent Corίnth. 

vealed totally. Located just below the sur
face, the walls had been severely damaged 
by modem plowing, and no trace of the con
temporary floors was preserved. The house 
was divided unequally into three small 
rooms in series. According to local memo
ries of living arrangements in pre-modem 
houses and given the building's sirnilaήty 
to one excavated in 1995-1996, the south
ernmost room was a farnily room with a 
hearth, the central room was likely a stor
age space, and the north room was probably 
a stable. In the southeast comer of the lat
ter was found a rectangular stone-built bin 
with a white-clay floor in which four horse 
shoes were found. Α garden wall abutting 
the west wall of the house incorporated the 
remains of a bake oven. In the oven was a 
thick deposit of ash containing scores of 
nails, probably the remains of planks used 
as fuel. The south side of the garden area 
was filled with a deep' refuse dump contain
ing pottery dating to the second quarter of 
the nineteenth century. The north part of the 
area was occupied by outlying Chήstian 
burials belonging to the cemetery associ
ated with the Panayia church. Two graves 
and two piles of reburied bones were exca
vated. One of the interments was of an in
dividual buήed in a constricted rather than 
extended position, probably because ήgor 
mortis had set in before the body could be 
laid out according to custom. Several other 
grave cuts were defined but remain to be 
explored. At least two of these are cut by 
the west wall of the house and thus date 
before c. 1830. 

Northeast of the long building about 
one-half of a smaller structure was cleared. 
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This building was relatively well preserved, 
with doorway, hearth, and floor intact. The 
entrance porch was paved with a calderίmί 
of cobbles. The floor and walls were coated 
with a thick layer of white marl clay ( aspro
chol11fl), as was a low hearth platform against 
the south wall. The floor of the building was 
covered by a dense layer of tile debήs in 
which were found two glass bottles and a 
substantial portion of a mid-nineteenth
century plate. Six rnilitary buttons, each 
with the number "2" in relief, were found 
in a pile against the north wa\1. In the north
west comer were impressions from the em
placement of two large storage jars. 

The buildings and walls of this peήod 
excavated to date coπespond to buildings 
identified on a rnid-nineteenth-century plan 
of the village in a locale then known as 
Kavalla mahalla but now known as Arapo 
mahalla. The long house plan with rooms 
constructed in seήes, either as a single or a 
seήes of phases, predorninates. It is a house 
form commonly encountered in Ancient 
Coήnth until relatively recently. The date 
of construction of the excavated houses 
most likely postdates the Greek War of In
dependence, during which the town of 
Coήnth was effectively leveled. Their de
sertion almost certainly was due to the 
earthquake that struck Coήnth at 11 Α.Μ . on 
February 21 , 1858 and led directly to the 
founding ofNew Corinth for the displaced 
inhabitants of the region. Large quantities 
of pottery, coins, g\ass, and metal work 
found in pits and dumps during the course 
of the excavations belong to a peήod span
ning circa 1820 to 1860. 
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Argive Heraion 
conιίnued from page 1 

Bartzioti, photographers well known to 
members of the School for their years of 
work for the Corinth Excavations, spent 
several months with us photographing the 
sculpture. 

One of the major challenges presented 
by the temple's sculpture-the one that 
probably more than any other has discour
aged attempts at complete publication-is 
its very fragmentary condition . Although 
the temple had extensive sculptural decora
tion, including both pediments, at least its 
front and back metopes, and possibly figural 
akroteria, only five metopes and two frag
mentary figures from the pediments have 
been considered sufficiently well preserved 
for display in the Museum. The rest, over 
1,200 fragments oflimbs, drapery, and heads, 
reside in the Museum's apotheke. So frag
mentary is the sculpture that even its sub
jects remain open to debate. Pausanias re
ported that sculpture at one end of the temple 
depicted the birth of Zeus and the battle of 
the gods and giants, and at the other end the 
Trojan War and the capture of Iion, but the 
most recognizable fragments of the surviv
ing sculpture are Amazons, a puzzling dis
crepancy between the literary and physical 
evidence that our study will have to address. 

lts fragmentary condition notwithstand
ing, the architectural sculpture of the temple 
has been controversial since its discovery. 
Waldstein maintained that the sculpture was 
the work of the Argive school of the elder 
Polykleitos, a view prompted by Pausanias ' 
report that Polykleitos was the sculptor of 
the temple's cult statue. Waldstein 's views 

Head ofanAmazonfrom α metope ofthe 
Temple of Hera at the Argive Heraίon. 

Athens, Natίonal Museum. 

were imrnediately and sharply attacked by 
Adolph Furtwiingler, who argued that the 
sculpture was Attic in style. Both views 
have had proponents and detractors since. 
Although the architect of the temple is 
known to have been Argive, Pfaff's work 
on the architecture ofthe temple elucidates 
its rnixed Peloponnesian and Attic charac
ter, and it will not be surprising to find a 
combination of influences in the sculpture 
as well, particularly since isotopic analysis 
of the stone indicates that the marble of the 

ARIT-ASCSA Exchange Program Resumes 
The Ameήcan School and the Ameήcan Research Institute in Turk;ey (ΑRΠ) have resumed 

a fellowship and exchange program that bήngs Turkish scholars to Athens and sends Greek 
scholars to Turkey. The program, which was previously in existence from 1989 to 1996, pro
vides several grants each year. In acknowledgment of the cultural bήdge forged by this initia
tive, the recipients are now refeπed to as 'Άegean Fellows." 

Thanks to the direct intervention of First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton duήng her visit to 
Greece and Turkey in 1998, and to discussions between School Dίrector James D. Muhly and 
ARΠ/Ankara Director Toni Cross, the program was resumed, with U.S. govemment fund
ing, at the start of the 2000-2001 acadernic year. During the fall semester the Schoo1 we1-
comed four Turkish Aegean Fellows. Suna Naziyet Gίiven, Professor of Architecture at the 
Middle East Technical University, Ankara, spent a month at the School, where she furthered 
her research on Roman libraήes. Sinan Sίilίiner, a Ph.D. candidate in the School of Architec
ture at Middle East Technical U niversity, whose research topic is the fortifications of Ankara, 
spent his two-month fellowship on the study of Greek and Roman building techniques. Yigit 
Erbil, a Ph.D. candidate at Hacettepe University, Ankara, aπived for two months to research 
water cults ofthe second millennium B.C. Yildiz Otίiken, Professor of Art History at Hacettepe 
University, visited in September to take part in a conference on Byzantine sculpture. 

Gennadius Library Director Haήs Kalligas and Alexandros Kalligas will go to Turkey in 
the spήng (as Aegean Fellows) to present their architectural preservation work at Monemvasia. 
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metopes and pediments came from two 
different sources, Μι Pendeli in Attica for 
the metopes and possibly Paros for the 
pediments. 

The date of the sculpture, too, is yet to 
be determined. For many years scholars 
assumed that the temple was rebuilt imrne
diately after the fi re of 423 B.C. that de
stroyed its predecessor and that the sculp
ture was therefore to be dated around 420 
B.C. For some scholars this date also de
pended upon the reconstructed career of 
Polykleitos, for others upon the presumed 
dates of stylistically sirnilar architectural 
decoration such as the sculpture of the 
Temple of Apollo at Bassai and the Nike 
Temple parapet. Pfaff's study of the archi
tecture, however, argues that while the Clas
sical Temple was probably begun soon af
ter the destruction of the Old Temple of 
Hera, the construction may have continued 
until the end of the fifth and even into the 
early fourth century, dates now proposed by 
many for the Bassai and Nike temple sculp
ture as well. At what point in the history of 
the building the sculpture was carved needs 
to be established by a comprehensive com
parative analysis with other late fifth- and 
early fourth-century architectural sculpture. 

Thus the groundwork for the investiga
tion of these old but still vexing questions 
has been done, and it remains for us to re
visit both the sculpture and the School's 
Blegen Library to build upon the prelirninary 
work we accomplished last year. While we 
appreciate that η ο one ever has the last word 
on such scholarly issues , we confidently 
anticipate that we will eventually complete 
the work that Waldstein and the Ameήcan 
School began over 100 years ago. 

Aegean Fellow Suna Nazίyet Giίven, 

Prof essor of Archίtecture at the Mίddle East 
Technical Unίversίty, Ankara, who used an 
ARIT grant to advance her research on 
Roman lίbrarίes. 



Agora Excavations Expand Exploration of Several Levels in '00 

Summer 2000 excαvαtίons αt the Athenίαn Agorα were cαrrίed out for eίght weeks wίth α teαm of some 55 people mαde up of student 
volunteers, supervίsors, stαff, αnd workmen. Prίmαry fundίng fo r the work wαs provίded by the Pαckαrd Humαnίtίes Instίtute. Here, 
Εχcαναtίοn Dίrector John ΜcΚ. Cαmp // offers α prelίmίnαry αccount of the results. 

Duήng the summer of 2000, excavations 
were carήed out in three sections, two to the 
northwest and one to the southeast of the 
Agora square. 

Excavation in Section ΒΖ was supervised 
by Mark Alonge, Kevin Daly, Michael 
Laughy, and Anne McCabe. In this section, 
we continued to expose the remains of the 
Byzantine settlement of the eleventh century 
A.D. encountered immediately under the 
debήs of the modem building demolished in 
the summer of 1997. The plans and stratig
raphy ofthe houses were greatly claήfied this 
season, with three distinct floor levels indi
cating successive refurbishments. Several 
pithoi were more fully exposed, one with its 
mouth raised to function with a later floor. Α 
tile-lined well was also uncovered and par
tially excavated and should indicate the po
sition of the courtyard of one of the houses. 

The picture of this medieval neighbor
hood gathered in earlier years was enhanced 
this season: close-packed houses with no 
open spaces between them, provisions for 
considerable subteπanean storage, and a 
hoard of bronze coins. The interpretation of 
this evidence is less clear. Are these troubled 
times and do we have people crowded to
gether in the city for secuήty, desperately 
hoarding supplies and coins? Or are times 
good, and do the many new houses reflect 
a rising population, with ample agήcultural 
goods needing storage, and extra money 
hidden away for safekeeping? The present 
archaeological evidence allows either in
terpretation. The construction of the Church 
of the Holy Apostles to the south and the 
Asomaton to the northwest perhaps favors 
the latter, happier view of Athens in the 
eleventh century. 

Digging along the robbed-out Byzantine 
street wall, we encountered a substantial col
lection of bronze coins in a relatively small 
area. In all, some 130 coins were recovered. 
They are mostly illegible, but a very few are 
late Roman (perhaps fourth century A.D.) in 
date, suggesting the remains of a hoard, scat
tered as a result of later building operations. 
Alaήc's invasion in 396A.D. or possibly that 
ofthe Vandals in the470s may well have been 
the occasion for the oήginal deposition of 
the hoard. 

Excavation in Section ΒΕ was supervised 
by Dave Scahill. Here we continued to ex
plore early levels in and around the Classi
cal shop building. Further cleaning of the two 

Pelike discovered during excavatίon offifth-century well, summ.er 2000. 

Mycenaean tombs was caπied out. Maήa 
Liston began a preliminary analysis of the 
bones recovered in the past two years and can 
report that one grave (Κ 2:5) held the remains 
of at least seven individuals (four adults, three 
children), including aπ elderly man who had 
survived a broken collarbone and several bro
ken ήbs. The other (J/Κ 2:2) had at least two 
adult males, one adult female, and a child. 

The last of the fill containing ostraka was 
also cleared, and another dozen or so were 
found, raising the total to over 150 pieces and 
making this the third-largest deposit of 
ostraka found in the Agora. As with the oth
ers from this group, all the new ostraka were 
cast against either Themistokles or Xan
thippos. James Sickinger arήved in Athens 
in early August to be,gin research for publi
cation of the deposiι: 

After a major operation by Craig Mauzy 
to stabilize the collapsing shaft, we were able 
this season to complete the excavation of the 
fifth-century well begun 1ast season. The well 
was 1.20 meters in diameter and some 5.50 
meters deep. Α large pithos mouth, reused as 
the well-head, had fallen into the shaft, and 
was found at a depth of about 4.50 meters. 
The upper dumped fiLI excavated this year 
included a handsome red-figured pelike, with 
the draped figure of a woman on one side and 
a draped youth ση the other. 

Unusual pieces included two late black
figured choes, one with Dionysos standing 
between two rams, the other with a draped 
woman carrying a tray and being followed 
by a man blowing into a trumpet, and an 
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intact cylindrical vessel of lead. An assort
ment ofblack-glazed salt-ceLiars, askoi, and 
lamps was also recovered, dating largely to 
the second and third quarters of the fifth 
century B.C. 

The well may have gone out of use as a 
result of the earthquake of 426 B.C. (Thuc. 
3.87.4 and 3.89), believed to be the cause of 
similarly dated deposits found behind the 
Royal Stoa (Rotroff and Oakley, Hesperία 

Supplement XXV). The lowest fill repre
sented peήod-of-use and was composed 
mostly of thin-walled water jars of coarse 
micaceous clay. Also recovered were numer
ous burnishing stones, suggesting some light 
industry in the area; the relationship of the 
well to the adjacent shop building has yet to 
be deteπnined . 

Excavation of Section ΕΛ was supervised 
by Laura Gawlinski . Here in the area of the 
Eleusinion, we cleared bedrock in several 
trenches to deteπnine where it would be safe 
to found wooden walkways planned by our 
Greek colleagues for the presentation of the 
Agora park. For the most part the bedrock lies 
high in this area, and we had only to scrape a 
few centimeters of fill, some Β yzantine, some 
Roman, and some late HeLienistic. In one of 
the levels near the post-Herulian wall we re
covered the upper right comer of an inscήbed 
stele of Hymettian marble. Some 22 lines of 
text survive, preserving about half of each 
line, which originally contained some 33let
ters. Dated to the third century B.C., the de
cree seems to concemAthenian relations with 
the town of Kydonia, in westem Crete. 



Student Reports 

Reνelatίons from Milesian 
Memorials of RomanAttica 

While Ι had been working with Classi
cal Attic gravestones for several years by the 
time Ι came to the School, Ι was inspired to 
work on the funerary reliefs of Roman 
Attica for my dissertation after a fellow stu
dent pointed out the lack of scholarly atten
tion paid to these later works. My study of 
the sculpted gravestones of Roman Attica 
focuses on a specific population, the 
Milesians, who emigrated from Miletos, in 
modern coastal Turkey, to Athens. Their 
presence in Attica is attested to in small 
numbers from the fifth century B.C.; 
Aspasia, Perikles ' consort, is the most fa
mous early example. While literary refer
ences to the community are rare, epigraphic 
evidence abounds in the Hellenistic period, 
recording the Milesians' participation in 
cults and dedications at various sanctuaries, 
as well as their presence in civic institutions, 
notably the ephebate. By the Roman peήod, 

if not earlier, the quantity of grave markers 
bearing the clearly inscribed ethnic, 
Milesios or Milesia, confirms that they were 
the most populous foreign group in Attica. 
Precise reasons for their migration remain 
unclear, although trade and economic op
portunities must have played a role. Ex
amples of Milesian memorials are promi
nently displayed in Athens for public 
viewing: the recently refurbished Roman 
Galleries of the National Archaeological 
Museum contain several examples, and 
newly discovered works can be found at the 
exhibition "City Under the City" at the 
Goulandris Museum, as well as the Syn
tagma Metro station. Fortunately, the ma
joήty ofthe sculpted gravestones are housed 
in museum storerooms in Attica, and Ι was 
able to gain permission to study and photo
graph a Iarge number of the works that have 
never been placed on view. Each visit 
brought unexpected surpήses; in addition to 
the pleasure of finding unpublished ίnscήp
tions or noticing decorative elements never 
before mentioned, Ι also had the occasion 
to venture into rarely seen storerooms. 

By focusing on the sculpted images 
erected by the population in the public area 
of the cemetery, Ι can examine the intersec
tion of public and private representation. 
Each gravestone works as a statement by the 
individual or family about itself, and the 
combination of figures, additional decora
tive elements, and identifying inscriptions 
provides invaluable information for under
standing how they wished to display them-

selves to others. While the prominently in
scribed ethnic categoήzes the deceased by 
ethnicity, the gravestone iconography is 
usually ίndistinguishable from the rest of 
Attic gravestones. Markers of this period 
are generally decorated with one or more 
frontal-facing figures standing within aπ 
architectural frame. Individualizing ele
ments are often added, such as the parapher
nalia of Isis cult, or agricultural tools or 
animals. Many images are also drawn from 
Classical prototypes, such as the rendering 
of a seated woman holding a mirror, accom
panied by her maid. Impeήal Roman sculp-

tu!"e also influences the genre, as hairstyles 
prevalent on poitrait statues become stan
dard on the gravestones of Attica. In a few 
cases, Ι have been able to isolate images that 
d!"aw on eastem Mediteπanean iconogl"a
phy and ingicate a deliberate choice to in
corporate distinct non-Athenian motifs with 
images more widely used. 

As Ι wish to integrate a study of the 
sculpture with the othel" histoήcal evidence 
available about the community, the inscήp
tions accompanying the images are essen
tial. In some cases, the names can be linked 

contίnιιed on page 9 

School Welcomes Addition to Academic Staff 
Το meet the needs of the growing stu

dent body, the School has added a new aca
demic staff position with the appointment 
of Brendan Burke as Assistant Professor. 
Mr. Burke begins a two-year appointment 
in academic year 2000-2001. Α Regular 
Member of the School in 1994-1995, Mr. 
Burke wίll assist Mellon Professor Merle 
Langdon in planning, organizing, and con
ducting School academic programs. In ad
dition, he is charged with going on all 
School field tήps and excursions, advising 
and directing students in individual re
search, and, in general, contήbuting to the 
intellectual Iife of the School. 

Mr. Burke, who received a Ph.D. in Ar
chaeology from University of California! 
Los Angeles, has taught classics, art history, 
and archaeology at UCLA and University 
of California/Riverside since 1992. As a 
member of the UCLA Institute of Archae-

ology Outl"each Program, he led training 
programs to help school teachers incorpo
rate archaeology in their classrooms. His 
doctoral dissertation, "From Minos to 
Midas: The Organization ofTextile Produc
tion in the Aegean and Anatolia," was done 
under the supervision of Sarah Moπis, 
ASCSA Managing Committee Member and 
Chair of the UCLA Departrnent of Classics. 

His areas of interest include Greek and 
Roman art, Aegean archaeology, and 
Anatolia. Mr. Burke has participated in ar
chaeological fieldwork at Gordion, Dίim
rek, Mainistir Chiarain (lreland), Methana, 
Corinth, Kahramanmarash, Pylos, and 
Leukas. He has published several articles 
and given numerous conference presenta
tions on the topic oftextiles, and has served 
as a Iecturer for programs on Greece and 
Turkey for the Smithsonian Insti tution. 

'-€>'-€>'-€> 

Brendan Burke, new Assίstant Professor at the School (far right), wίth (left to rίght) Regular 
Program students Marcίe Handler; Margaret Foster; Wίllίam Murad (Seymour Fellow). and 
Rangar Clίne ( Fulbrίght Fellow) at fall welcome garden party. 
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Student Reports: Roman Attica 
contίnued from prevίous page 

with known individuals from ephebic lists 
or other epigraphic sources. As part of the 
gravestone, the names not only identify the 
deceased, but they also indicate which per
sons were memorialized together- hus
band and wife, siblings, and sometimes 
even non-relatives. These inscήptions also 
provide valuable information about their 
integration into the wider population of the 
city, by indicating who was maπying 
whom. There is a combination of maπiage 
within the Milesian group, marriage to 
Athenians, and some maπiage to members 
of other foreign groups. 

Ιη addition to studying the gravestones 
of Attica, Ι have also investigated works 
from throughout the region. Study of the 
collections ofRoman-peήod gravestones in 
Sparta and Paros has provided data οη what 
traditions were particular to Roman Attica, 
and which were more generally diffused 
throughout the region. Cuπently, Ι am at the 
American Academy in Rome, where Ι am 
studying funerary sculpture of Rome as a 
means of understanding the connections 
and cross-influences between Rome and 
Athens. While conclusions at this time re
main only tentative, the combination of 
sculptural and epigraphic evidence demon
strates that the Milesians were a foreign 
group that played a surprisingly distin
guished role in Roman Athens. 

-Celina Gray 
Regular Member 1998- 1999 

Samuel Η. Kress Fellow 1999- 2000 
Oscar Broneer Fellow 2000- 2001 

~ 

Early Mediterranean Gold 
and Granulation 

Ιη 1999-2000, research conducted at the 
Albήght Institute in Jerusalem and at the 
School, and several tήps to excavations and 
museums, allowed me to make significant 
progress οη my dissertation, entitled 'Έarly 
Med.iteπanean Gold and Granulation: Ap
proaching Prestige through Socially, Eco
nornically, and Technologically Embedded 
Frameworks." 

My work in Athens pήmarily revolved 
around iconographic and stylistic issues and 
involved significant time spent looking at 
museum collections, taking extensive notes, 
and making observations and connections. 
Both jewe1ry and other types of objects 
were of interest. Non-jewelry items of im
portance included frescoes , other metai -

contίnued on page 11 

Statues from the Villa dei Papiri: 
Their Ancient and Modern Lives 
During the 1999- 2000 academic year, Carol Mattusch, long-time Member of the School 
and the Managing Committee, current Chair ofthe Publications Committee, and Professor 
at George Mason University, held afellowship in 1999- 2000 from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities, allowing her time to work on her project involving the bronze statues 
from Herculaneum 's Villa dei Papiri, as she describes here. 

~ graphical. These large 
.§ bronzes, so quickly pub
~ lished and so widely known, 
~ were major monuments, res
:;; torations and all, at a time 
~ " when the course was being 
~ charted for the study of Clas
~ sical sculpture. 
s This project involves a 
~ collaboration with Henry 
~ Lie, Director of the Straus 
~ Center for Conservation of 
~ the Harvard University Art 
~ Museurns. With the peπnis

-~ sion of the Soprintendenti of 
~ Napoli and Caserta and of 
ξ the Director of the Naples 

<3 Archaeological Museum, 

Ιη 1994, while par
ticipating in a National 
Endowment for the Hu
manities Summer Serni
nar in Italy and wήting 
Classical Bronzes: The 
Art and Craft of Greek 
and Roman Statuary 
(Comell University 
Press, 1996), Ι looked at 
a bronze bust in the 
Naples Archaeological 
Museum, from the Villa 
dei Papiri at Herculan
eurn. The bήef report of 
its discovery in 1756 
mentioned that the top of 
the head and part of the 
nose were broken off, 
but not whether they had 
survived for use in the 
restoration of the head. 

Lifesίze bronze head of α woman, 
found ίn 1756 ίn the Vίlla deί Papίrί 
at Herculaneum (destroyed 79 A.D.). 

we spent three weeks in No
vember 1997 studying the 
bronzes from the Villa dei 
Papiή. Our research in 

One eye had been lost and had been replaced 
with plaster painted green to resemble bronze. 
Scholars had not mentioned the restorations. 

τhis bust is one of 62 large-scale bronze 
statues, busts, and fountain-omarnents found 
in the tunneling excavations at Herculaneurn 
duήng the 1750s that revealed the Villa dei 
Papiri. When the statues were first published 
in 1767, the engraved illustrations showed 
them to be whole, with no sign that they had 
been restored. This is how the scώptures from 
the Villa dei Papiri have always appeared to 
the public, and it is in this form that they 
helped to shape moιΊem tastes in Classical 
scώpture. Scholars have traditionally focused 
upon narning individual works, trying to 
identify which Greek sculptor made a statue 
or its 'Όήginal," and imagining that this an
cient villa was not decorated οη the whirn of 
its owners, but that it had a unified, planned 
scώptural prograrn. Indeed, the bronzes from 
the Villa dei Papiri provide a rare opportu
nity to study a large group of ancient bronzes 
that come from one house. 

The purpose of my current project is to ask 
objective questions about the bronzes, both 
individually and as a group, and to chart their 
modem history and influence. First of all, Ι 
arn studying production techniques, metal 
alloys, and early restorations of the bronzes. 
The second part of the project is histoήo-
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Naples was partially funded by the National 
Gallery of Art's Center for Advanced Study 
in the Visual Arts. 

Besides exarnining both exteήor and in
teήor surfaces of the bronzes by video-probe 
equipped with a carnera, we developed a 
more accurate system for taking measure
ments of bronzes. We took detailed photo
graphs of the bronzes and transfeπed those 
photographs to CDs for further work. Most 
of the bronzes were x-radiographed, and we 
dήlled sarnples from all of the bronzes to 
make quantitative analyses of major, rninor, 
and trace elements in the metals. 

So far, we have learned that the Hercu
laneum patina was not brown (it was green, 
like that of the bronzes from Pompeii); that 
coπosion products were not removed by fire 
(as Winckelrnann thought); and that the eyes 
are not cast bronze (those are modern colored 
plaster inserts; the surviving ancient eyes are 
made of bone and stone ). Bronzes that have 
stylistic similaήties may also have the sarne 
alloy (three over-lifesize busts ofHellenistic 
rulers), though the two statues of runners, 
which are almost exactly alike, have entirely 
different alloys. The fifteen fountain-statues 
from the Villa were surely purchased from 
one workshop, for many of them are pieced 
together from the sarne seήes of body-parts, 
and many have matching a!Joys. 



Blegen Library News 

StaffNews 
Phyllis Graham returned to work in the 

Library on July 2 after a year's \eave in 
America. While away, she participated in 
seminars on book conservation dealing with 
the special needs ofthe Blegen Library and 
also attended the Art Libraries Society of 
North America (ARLIS/NA) conference 
held in Pittsburgh, ΡΑ. There she benefi ted 
especially from a panel on electronic and 
printed resources for archaeology, con
ducted by Jean Wellington ofthe University 
of Cincinnati, Eileen Markson of Bryn 
Mawr College, and Christina Huemer of the 
American Academy in Rome. She also vis
ited a nearby company dealing with mass 
deacidification for libraries and archives, 
and learned of processes that can help the 
Blegen 's suffering collection. 

Gretchen Maxeiner Millis, who has been 
working for the Library in various capaci
ties during the past three years, returned to 
the University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign, to finish her library degree. 
During her time with us, her help in devel
oping the emergency preparedness hand
book and in working with ΑΒΕΚΤ, the Ar
chaeological Greek Online System (ARGOS) 
Project software, were particularly valuable, 
and the Library was very fortunate to have 
her as part of its staff. 

Finally, the Blegen staff welcomed a new 
secretary to the library, Eleni Marantou , a 
graduate in archaeology from the Univer
sity of Athens. 

ARGOS Project and AODL 
As part of the Blegen Library 's partici

pation in the ARGOS Project, its Greek 
monographs and those in other languages 
received before fall 1997 have been made 
available on the website of the Hel\enic 
Documentation Center in Athens. They can 
be accessed at http://jasmin.ekt.gr/opac/ 
zConnectENU.html where the Greek 
records can be accessed by selecting 
"grARGOS" and the non-Greek books with 
"intARGOS." View the records as "fullla
beled di splay" in order to see the holdings 
information. The Blegen Library code num
ber is 04. 

The Library is also participating in the 
American Overseas Digital Library (AODL) 
Project sponsored by the Council of Ameri
can Overseas Research Centers (CAORC) 
and was the first of the participating librar
ies to send its electronic data to the Univer-

Contίnued ο η page 16 

From Athens to Arezzo: 
On Nancy Winter's Retirement 
Mary C. Sturgeon, Professor at the Unίversίty ofNorth Carolίna at Chapel Hίll, has spent 
many years at the School durίng her career; first as student, then scholar ofGreek antίquίty. 
When Nancy Wίnter; the head of the Blegen Lίbrary, ann;unced her retίrement thίs year; 
the Newsletter asked Ms. Sturgeon to wrίte α trίbute to her. 

We shipped our trunks to Greece from 
Philadelphia in 1971. Ν ancy was going for 
a position in the Blegen Library, Ι for a Sec
retary-Curator post in Ancient Corinth. This 
marked the fιrst of many travels together 
and the beginning of many changes for the 
Blegen. 

Under Nancy Winter 's direction, the 
Blegen Library has seen carefully orches
trated growth. Volumes have increased from 
33,916 to 78,100 and annual acquisitions 
from 1,300 to 2,874. Member and non
member users, under 100 per year in 1971 , 
now number 1 ,328, and a substantial in
crease in gifts (60 to 235) and exchanges 
(210 to 350) augments the collection. 

The expansion of the late 1980s added 
four new tloors of stacks and a built-in ex
ercise program for users. The Library was 
fortunate that Mimi Photiadis and Elisavet 
Gignoli, the Associate and Assistant Librar
ians respectively, were willing to keep the 
Library open through the dust and noise of 
the construction phase, and Nancy remains 
grateful for their cheerful support. In recent 
years, inventory systems and off-hour 

Nanc·y Wίnter, long-tίme Blegen lίbrarίan. 

swipe-card access for members have been 
added, and Library staff has been enhanced 
by volunteers from Col\ege Year in Athens 
and Beaver Col\ege. The position of book 

contίnued on page 17 

Colleagues Bid Farewell to Nancy Winter 
After being taken to the hospitallast February, where she stayed for three weeks, 

suffering from double pneumonia and mononucleosis, Nancy Winter began a long con
valescence. In her absence, we tήed to keep the Library working smoothly and con
vinced her that she should only concentrate on getting well again . At the beginning of 
April, a\though the mono was making her extremely tired, she started corning to the 
office for a few hours every day, being very conscientious as always. We were both 
quite shocked when she announced to us, a few months later, that she had decided to 
resign and work on her Etruscan book. We had sort of taken for granted that we would 
grow old together! The three of us have worked together for almost 30 years and think 
of each other as more than relatives. It is very seldom that three people can work to
gether so closely and for so long without any friction or problem among them, but to 
us, it came naturally. 

The School has been very lucky to have Nancy in charge of the Blegen Library. The 
Library has flouri shed in these years - the collection has more than doubled and the 
number of visitors has grown enormously. Α \ot of time and effort have been spent on 
organizing the ARGOS Project. Two major construction projects have taken place, dur
ing which the Library did not close, not even for one day. The Blegen's hard-working 
infrastructure, built under Nancy's guidance over the past 30 years, is a fine example 
of collective work, comradeship, and dedication . 

We will be very sad to see her go, but wish her all the best in anything that she will 
decide to do. 

- Mimί Photίadίs, Assocίate Librarian, and Lίz Gίgnolί, Assistant Lίbrarίan 
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Plans Finalized for Gennadeion East Wing, Hall 

After many months of 
study and revίsion, plans 
for the renovations and 

extension to the East Wing of the 
Gennadius Library are nearly 
complete. With approvals from 
the Ministry of Culture in hand, 
the School and the Library hope 
to see groundbreaking early in 
the new year. 

Architect for the project is 
loannis Vikellas, whose plans 
refiect his expertise and accom
plishment in histoήcal renova
tion in Athens and elsewhere. 
The existing East Wing, built in 
1972 and currently housing of
fices and some stack space, is to 
be gutted. The renovated struc
ture will house a Rare Books 
Reading Room, additional read
ing areas and computer facilities 
for vίsitors, the Archives, a con
servation laboratory; and offices 
for staff and vίsiting scholars. ln 
a separate but related area, the 
Philoi of the Library will also get 
office space. 

For the extension to the east 
wing, Mr. Vikellas has designed a 
three-story building that will 
include a 400-seat lecture hall 
and two underground levels for 
stacks and servίce areas related to 
the auditorium. The extemal 
appearance of the new building 
will blend with the Neoclassical 

design of the old, but internally it 
will provίde a fully modem facil
ity for the already-active lecture 
and conference programs oper
ated by the School and the Library, 
as well as other events. ln recog
nition of his leadership in the 
Gennadeion campaign, the new 
auditorium will be named after 
Lloyd Ε. Cotsen. 

Dubbed Phase ΙΙ , the project 
continues the campaign to sup
pon the Library begun eight 
years ago by then-President of 
the School's Board of Trustees, 
Hunter Lewis. With the forma
tion in 1995 of a Gennadeion 
Board under the chairmanship of 
Mr. Cotsen, the campaign to 
rnodemize and endow the Library 

took off, spear
headed by Library 
President 
Catheήne 

Vanderpool and 
Director Haήs 
Kalligas. ln 
November 1999, Phase Ι, the 
renovations to the histoήc 1926 
Main Building, was completed, 
and the Library reopened to its 
readers. 

Future plans call for a trans
formation , in Phase lll, of the 
1972 West Wing into public 
exhibition galleήes, with curato
ήal and study space for the 
Library's collections of maps, 
pήnts, and paintings. The design 
will permit the public to enter 
the wing through an indepen-

Architect's rrnderings of the 
interior and the Jat;ade of Cotsen 
Hall (left and below), and 
(bottom of page) the Main 
Building of the Grnnadius 
Library in relation to the pro
posed extrnsion (to the right of 
the Main Building.) 

FRONT ELEVA ΤΙΟΝ 

dent, secure entrance rather than 
through the Main Reading Room, 
as is currently the case. There are 
also plans to install a small 
bookshop in this area, possibly 
operated with the collaboration 
of volunteers from the Philoi of 
the Library: ln a final stage of the 
process of renovations, Phase IV, 
the Gennadeion gardens, one of 
Athens' largest "green areas" still 
in pήvate hands, will receive a 
complete makeover. ~ 
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George Seferis-Lawrence Durrell: 
The Story of α Friendship 

Last winter the Gennadius Librαry was invited to orgαnize α smαll exhibi
tion on George Seferis αnd Lawrence Durrell, to be pαrt of α six-dαy inter
nαtionαl conference, On Miracle Ground: Duπell on Corfu, held in 
Coifu in]uly 2000 αnd orgαnized by the Lαwrence Duπell Society. Μαriα 
Volterα, Assistαnt Archivist of the Gennαdius Librαry, describes the well 
received exhibition, which was based on mαteriαl from the Lίbrarys 
George Seferis Pαpers. 

O
ur research involved 
Archives manuscήpts 
and letters, which 

seemed at first to offer limited 
insights. As we delved further 
into our subject, new aspects of 
this fήeηdship betweeη the Bήt
ish wήter and the Greek poet 
were brought to light. The first 
traces of this story are fouηd iη 
Meres, the diaήes of George 
Sefeήs, iη which he refers to his 
first meetiηg with l..awreηce 
Duπell iη 1939, at George 
Katsimbalis' house in Marousi. 
Heηry Miller, iη his famous ηovel 
The Colossus of Marousi, paiηts a 
lively portrait of that era, aηd 
such a society must have decid
edly affected Duπell. One year 
later Sefeήs visits Duπell's house 
iη Psychico , where the two have 
aηother iηterestiηg coηversatioη, 

as he descήbes ίη a Meres eηtry. 
Α few moηths before the out

break of the Secoηd World War 
Duπell moved to Kalamata, as 
delegate of the Bήtish Couηcil, to 
work ση the fouηdatioη of a 
somewhat eηigmatic Iηstitute of 
Bήtish Studies. Two letters to 
Sefeήs (1940) show how miser
able he became iη this small 
town: " ... Ι hαd reαlly nothing to 
tell you, except never to come to 
Kalαmαtα ... There isn't α poet or 
sinner αnywhere; αll they do is kill 
each other and put their savings in 
socks or under mαttresses." Ι η 

Apήl1941 the Geπnaη iηvasioη 
of Greece seηt Duπell to Crete 
with his wife aηd daughter; a 
hasty haηdwήtteη ηote to Sefeήs 
iηdicates that he left for Egypt a 
month later. Duπell had met 
Sefeήs ση Crete, escortiηg Kiηg 
George's eηtourage. 

It seems that the two fήends 
maiηtaiηed contact in the follow
iηg four years, Sefeήs participat
iηg iη the Greek goverηmeηt-iη
exile iη Egypt and South Africa 
aηd Duπell working at the Bήt
ish Office of Iηfoπnatioη iη Alex
andήa. Duriηg these difficult 
wartime years they maηaged to 
remaiη eηgaged iη literature. 
Sefeήs tήed to issue a literary 
peήodical called Eunostos. Dur
rell, together with τimos Mala
ηos, Naηos Paηagiotopoulos, and 
Robert Liddell, beloηged to the 
editoήal group of this periodical, 
which was to be issued iη Alex
aηdήa. The aim was to gather 
aηd preseηt all differeηt aspects 
of culturallife iη wartime Greece, 
but the peήodical was ηever 
published. The oηly remaiηiηg 
evideηce of this veηture are the 
drafts of the preface, the list of 
coηteηts, aηd the cover design, 
kept iη the Sefeήs Papers. 

There is ηο evideηce of coη
tact after the war betweeη Sefeήs 
aηd Duπell uηtil1954, wheη 

their relatioηship is clouded by .' 
the Cyprus lssue. Cyprus, still a 
Bήtish protectorate, was strug
gliηg for uηiοη (enosίs) with 
Greece agaiηst the Bήtish iηter
est, which sought to retaiη politi
cal control of the islaηd at aηy 
expeηse. Duπell's appoiηtmeηt 

as Director to the Infoπnation 
Services of the Cyprus Govem
ment resulted iη the loss ηοt oηly 

of Seferiss fήeηdship but also of 
all Duπell's Greek fήends. Ιη a 
1954 Meres entry, Sefeήs com
meηts with bittemess on Dur
rell's switch aηd ση the Bήtish 
opposition to the Cypriots' fight 
for uηiοη. Ιη a letter to Sefeήs 

that same year, the Cypήot 

paiηter Adamaηtios 

Diamaηtis describes Mauήce 

Cardήff's reaction to Duπells 
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Duπell found iη one of Robert ... 
Liddell's letters to Seferis, dated 
November 26, 1941: "Lαrry has 
no meαns ofknowing thαt Homer 
is more considerαble thαn Eroto
kritos .. . but he stαrts with an 
innocent eye." ~ 

Short Takes ... 
The latest issue of the Griffon 

is dedicated to the Library's 
founder, loannes Gennadios, aηd 
coηtains mateήal wήtteη by the 
late Gennadios himself on his 
collectioηs and ση the revival of 
the Olympic Games iη Atheηs in 
1896. Edited by the Genηadeioη's 

Librarian, Sophie Papageorghiou, 
the issue is illustrated with archi
val photographs of Gennadios 
and his enviroηment iη turη-of
the-ceηtury Loηdon and Athens. 
The Griffon magazine is pub
lished by the Geηηadius Library 
to highlight its collections and 
scholarly research at the Library. 

-€> -€> -€> 

The Archives of the Library, 
under the directioη of Archivist 
Natalia Vogeikoff-Brogan, have 
just been eηήched with the addi
tioη of the papers of Theodoros 
Vavayiannis, who served for 
maηy years as Conductor aηd 
General Director of the Athens 
State Orchestra aηd guest coη
ductor of orchestras arouηd the 
world, iηcluding the National 

Durrell's letter to Seferis from 
Alexαndriα, Egypt (1944) . 
Eunostos, the harbor of 
Alexαndriα, is depicted in pαrt 
of Durrell's drαwing. 
(From ι lιι George Seferis Papers, Gennadiu.s Library) 

Symphoηy Orchestra in Wash
ingtoη, D.C. These papers comple
meηt those of his close fήend 
aηd meηtor, the famed coηductor 
Dimitή Mitropoulos, which are 
already in the Librarys Archives. 

-€> -€> -€> 

On December 12, the Library 
and the Bήtish School iη Athens 
co-sponsored an eveηiηg to 
hoηor the memory of Sir Steven 
Runciman, perhaps the world's 
leadiηg histoήan of Byzaηtium 
aηd Greece, who died ση Novem
ber 1. Library Director Haήs 
Kalligas was amoηg the eveηiηgs 
speakers. 

-€> -€> -€> 

Director Kalligas is collaborat
ing with the Greek lnstitute in 
Veηice and The House of Cyprus 
in Atheηs to orgaηize a two-day 
international conference on 
Venice and Cyprus for March 
2-3, 2000. The confereηce will 
be accompaηied by aη exhibition 
of mateήal from the Library, 
Veηice, and Cyprus, eηtitled 
"Cyprus and the Serenissima." 'jt 
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Gennadius Library Acquires Latin Incunabulum 

τ 
hanks to the support and 
generosity of Lloyd Ε. 
Cotsen, Chairman of the 

Gennadeion Board, the Library 
has acquired yet another rare and 
valuable book: a Latin incunabu
lum, the Fasciculus Temporum. 

The Fasciculus Temporum is a 
chronicle compiled by the Car
thusian monk Werner Rolewinck 
(1452-1502) of Cologne. Chron
icles were naπatives of histoήcal 
events in chronological order, 
without any effort by the wήter 
to explain or inteπelate the 
events. Written mainly by edu
cated monks, they were very 
popular duήng the Middle Ages. 

The concept of a Christian 
chronicle was first formulated by 
Bishop Eusebios of Caesarea 
early in the fourth century. Trans
lated into Latin by St. Jerome, 
this chronological framework 
became the basis of medieval 
histoήography and was followed 
even duήng the fίfteenth century, 
when the Renaissance had al
ready initiated a new approach to 
history. 

The Fasciculus Temporum, fίrst 
pήnted in Cologne in 1474, was 
the earliest chronological world 
history to be printed. It was in 
wide circulation, with many 
editions and translations in Ger
man, French, and Dutch appear
ing throughout Europe. The 
success of Rolewinck's book may 
have inspired Hartrnann Schedel 
to wήte his own chronicle, the 
famous Nuremberg Chronicle, first 
printed in 1493, since there were 
at least 27 editions of the Fas
ciculus Temporum before 1493. 
The Gennadeion's copy was 
pήnted in Venice by the famous 
printer Erhard Ratdolt in 1480. 

The chronicle begins with the 
creation of the world and ends 
with the year 1480. Earlier edi
tions ended with their publica
tion year, and each new edition 
had a few additionallines cover
ing events that took place since 

the appearance of the preceding 
edition. Events both major and 
minor in scope are noted; for 
example, references are made to 
the invention of pήnting (re
corded in 1457) as well as to the 
game of chess. This edition ends 
with a manuscήpt note relating 
the Turkish defeat at Rhodes in 
1480. This practice of updating 
chronicles was in general use. 
For example, Eusebios' 
Chronicon was wήtten in the 
fourth century; its second edition 
of 1483, also printed by Erhard 
Ratdolt, contains a reference 
under the year 1457 to the inven
tion of pήnting, ascήbed to 
Johann Gutenberg in 1440. One 
cannot but identify as the source 
of the Chronicon:S information the 
1480 edition of the Fasciculus 
Temporum. 

Newly αcquired by the 
Gennadeion, the Fasciculus 
Temporum Jeαtures woodcuts 
illustrαting, αmong other sub
jects, α reαlistic Venice αnd α 
Jαnciful Athens. 

Folio in size, the book has 44 
woodcuts illustrating such sub
jects as Noah's Ark, the Tower of 
Babel,)esus Chήst, and many 
city views, including Cologne, 
Rome,)erusalem, Syracuse, and 
Antioch . The volume is in excel
lent condition, bound hand
somely in contemporary German 
calf over wooden boards, deco
rated with stylized flowers and 
leaves. 'ff 

- Sophie Papageorghiou 
Librarian, The Gennadίus Iibrary 

Evening Benefits the 
~nadius Library 
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"Greece and the Romantics: 19th 
Century Lieder and Love Songs" 
and the Gennadius Library were 
the stars at a black-tie benefit 
dinner and concert at the New 
York City home of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Moscahlaides ση Novem
berl5. Co-hosted by Mr. and 
Mrs. Michaeljahaήs and under 
the patronage of the Ambassador of 
Greece and Mrs. Alexander Philon, 
the event netted some $40,(Χ)() to 
help endow the Library's acquisi
tions program. Chairpersons for 
the evening were Mrs. Philon, Mrs. 
Jahaήs, and Mrs. Moscahlaides. 

The program selections, in
spired by Greece and Greek 
myths, were performed by so
prano Margaret-Anne Butterfield, 
accompanied by pianist)ohn 
Charles Schucker. Ms. Butterfield 
is Director of the Vocal Program 
at The Lawrenceville School, 
New )ersey; and an accomplished 
soloist with a number of regional 
music groups, while Mr. Schucker 
frequently accompanies concert 
performances by singers from the 
Metropolitan Opera, the New 
York City Opera, and elsewhere. 

The benefit is part of the cam
paign for the Gennadius Library, 
which since 1992 has worked to 
raise funds for the Library's reno
vations and endowment. Το date, 
the campaign has brought in 
almost $9 million, including 
$3.125 million in a successful 
campaign to match four-to-one a 
Challenge Grant from the Na
tional Endowment for the Hu
manities, $1.2 million in a one
to-one matching grant from the 
Mellon Foundation, and nearly 
$5 million in other gifts and 
pledges. In all, nearly 300 indi
viduals, foundations, and corpo
rations have participated in the 
campaign, which aims to raise an 
additional $12 million toward 
the building and endowment 
needs of the Library over the 
next five years. 'ff 
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Philoi Activities Feature ]σurneys 
FarandWide 
Philoi President Ioanna Phocas chronicles α full schedule of Spring 2000 
activίtίes, which ίncluded lectures, trips, and other cultural events. 

T
he Philoi iηaugurated last 
year's eveηts σηjaηuary 
11 iη the Geηηadius Li

brary with a speech by music
σlσgist Dr. Geσrge Sisiliaησs ση 

"The Lσst Traditiση σf the Music 
σf the Aηcieηt Greek Drama," 
cσmplete with a recσrded readiηg 
σf verses frσm Aeschylσs' 
"Perses," which illustrated the 
rσle σf prσηuηciatiση iη prσduc

iηg music as a part σf the pσetic 
laηguage itself. 

February was a busy moηth, 

begiηηiηg with the Aηηual Geη
eral Assembly meetiηg iη the 
Hall σf the Archaeσlσgical Society 
aηd the cuttiηg σf the New Year's 
Vassilopita. Αη excursiση to 
Salamis iηcluded the thήll σf 
visitiηg the cave where Euήpides 
is said to have writteη the trag
edy 'Ήippσlytos." Professσr 

Υaηησs Lσlσs σf the Uηiversity σf 
Ισaηηiηa, ίη his last day at the 
excavatiση after six years, shared 
the wσηdrσus discσveήes that 
had beeη made there. Hiddeη by 
piηe trees, almσst ση the top σf a 
cliff, σverlσσkiηg the blue waters 
σf the Sarσηikσs Gulf bσrdered 
by the islaηd σf Aegiηa, this cave 
has beeη a sacred place siηce the 

Neσlithic peήod. Fσr mσre thaη 

3000 years, peσple frσm all parts 
σf the "wσrld" visited this cave to 
leave σffeήηgs to the Gσds. 

Αmσηg them a skyfos was fσuηd 
with the ηame of Euήpides. Α 

ηearby saηctuary ίη hσησr σf 

Dioηysσs, discσvered aηd exca
vated by Prσfessσr Lσlσs, adds 
credeηce to the excavator's 
theσry of the ideηtifίcatiση σf the 
cave. 

The aηηual ceremσηy hσησr
ing the memσry σf loaηηes 
Geηηadios was celebrated Febru
ary 23 ίη the Library. Sir Michael , 
Llewellyn Smith, fσrmer Bήtish ' 
Ambassador to Greece aηd au
thσr σf histoήcal treatises aηd 
boσks abσut Greek history, pre
seηted "Gladstoηe aηd Greece," 
aη examiηatiση σf devσted 

philhelleηe aηd Bήtish pσliticiaη 

William Ewart Gladstoηe (1809-
1898) aηd his rσle ίη Greek his
tory. The text σf this aηd three 
previous speeches ίη memσry σf 

Ισaηηίs Geηηadiσs will be pub
lished by the Philσi aηd sσld ίη 
the future Library shσp; all au
thσrs have σffered their ήghts to 
the beηefit of the Library. (τhe 
σther titles are "johη Geηηadiσs 

Yannos Lolos of the University of 
Ioannina describing the architec
tural remains at 'Έuripides' 

Cαve" in Salamis. 
Photo: Phi loi of ιhe Gεnnadius Library 

thejournalist," by Fσfσ Mavήkiou; 

'Ίσhη Geηηadiσs the Diplomat," 
by Dσmηa Visvizi-Dσηta, Prσfes
sσr σf the History σf Diplσmacy, 
University σf Ιοaηηίηa; aηd "15 
Crucial Years, 1897-1912," by 
fσrmer Ambassadσr Virση 

Theσdorσpσulσs.) 
The aηηual celebratiση σf 

Cleaη Mσηday, σrgaηized by 
Gennadius Library Director 
Haήs Κalligas, took place ση 
March 13, with assistaηce frσm 
the Philoi. Fuηd-raisiηg activities 
at the celebratiση eηabled the 
Philoi to preseηt a sum σf moηey 
to the Library. 

Τwσ tήps, to Germaηy (Ber
liη aηd Muηich) aηd to Crete, 
aimed at brσadeηiηg the Philoi's 
perspective ση mσdem libraήes . 

Duήηg their travels ίη Germaηy 
the Philoί visited the New 
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz ίη Berliη, where 
they viewed the Greek treasures 
of the Library, aηd alsσ visited 
the Greek aηtiquities of the 
Pergamoη Museum aηd the 
Staatliche Museeη zu Berliη. Ιη 
Muηich they visited the Glypto
thek, with its pedimeηts σf 
Aegiηa, aηd the Aηtikeηsamm
luηgeη, with its elegaηt cσllec
tiση of Greek vases, befσre jσur
ηeyiηg to the Bayeeήsche 
Staatsbibliσthek, Germaηys 

σldest (1558) aηd biggest library. 
Α visit to Crete toσk place ίη 

May aηd featured a woηderful 
tour of the library σf the Schσσl 
σf Philσsophy at the Uηiversity 
σf Crete ίη Rethymnση, which 
features mσdem iηfσrmatioη 
techηology aηd 24-hσur access 
tσ the Library of Cσηgress cata
log. The Philoi were impressed 
by the library's ησtewσrthy cσl
lectioη σf rare bσoks aηd a lab 
dedicated to paper conservatiση. 

The Philoi were guided ση their 
visit by the Presideηt σf the 
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School, Alexis Politis, a lσηg-time 
member σf the Philoi, aηd the 
Director σf the Library, Michalis 
Tzekakis, both σf whom cση
tiηue the wσrk beguη thirty years 
agσ by Maησussσ Maηousakis, 

Nikσlaσs Paηayiσtakis, aηd 

Gήgσήs Sifakis. 
The Philoί alsσ visited the 

Public Library at Rethmynoη as 
guests σf the Director, Yiaηηis 
Papiσmitoglσu , aηd viewed the 
library's impressive cσllectioη of 
σld maps σf Crete frσm the six
teeηth aηd seveηteeηth ceηtuήes. 

The trip alsσ iηcluded a visit to 
the sixteeηth-ceηtury Preveli 
Mσηastery, with its small but 
well-σrgaηized library, the Veηe
tiaη-peήod settlemeηt σf 

Maroula, aηd the impσrtaηt Nuη

ηery Yiσvemetou , ηear Chaηia , 

which hσuses aη excelleηt little 
ethηographic museum. 't 

Philoi Announce 
Vpcoming Eνents 

The full caleηdar σf Philoi 
activities toσk up last fall where 
it had left off ίη the spήηg, with 
ηumerσus activities plaηηed 
thrσugh Wiηter 2001. 

Excursioηs plaηηed fσr Fall 
2000 were a tour of the settle
meηt σf aηcieηt Orσpos aηd its 
metal workshσps ίη Nσvember, 
aηd a visit to the Eleηi Stathatou 
Cσllectiση at the Natioηal Ar
chaeσlσgical Museum σf Atheηs 

ίη December. Upcσmiηg eveηts 
fσr Wiηter 2001 iηclude a lec
ture, 'Ίiηear Β : The First Greek 
Writiηg," follσwed by the New 
Year's Vassilσpita ceremσηy, to be 
heldjaηuary 22 at the Archaeσ
logical Sσciety ίη Atheηs; the 
aηηuallecture ίη memσry of 
lσannes Geηηadiσs at the 
Geηηadeiση, February 20; aηd 
the Philois Aηηual Geηeral Meet
iηg, iηcludiηg electiσηs fσr a ηew 
Bσard σf Directors, slated for 
early March. '1: 
The Gennadius Library is affiliaιed wiιh ιhe 
Aιnerican School of Classical Studies αι Aιhens. 
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work, figural art depicting jewelry, and 
many other crafts that share iπ the symbolic 
systems of which jewelry is but οπe expres
sioπ . Siπce a large proportioπ of Aegean 
Broπze Age mateήal remaiπs uπpublished , 

and much else is poorly illustrated, it was 
very important to speπd as much time ίπ the 
museums as possible. Ι aJso participated in 
School-organized tήps to Crete and Thera, 
which were invaJuable for a better uπder

staπdiπg of the sites and monμmeπts from 
which the objects came, offered some rel
evant, receπtJy excavated objects to support 
my argumeπts, and expanded my ability to 
construct informed interpretations. Inde
pendent tήps withiπ Greece iπcluded Crete 
and the Argolid, iπ coπjuπctioπ with more 
inteπsive museum time. Only limited access 
to material out of the museum cases was 
permitted in Greece; of the forty or so items 
requested from the Natioπal Museum iπ 
Atheπs, only six microscope and photography 
requests were granted. Permissioπ requests 
submitted to the Herakleioπ Museum are 
still outstandiπg. 

Work iπ Israel focused primarily οπ 
physical exarniπatioπ of the goldwork from 
the site ofTell el 'Ajjul. Microscopic exarni
πatioπ and photography was permitted for 
all of the pieces requested. Some relevaπt 
uπpublished mateήal still uπder the control 
of individual excavators was offered as well. 
In addition, a short tήp to Egypt eπabled me 
to investigate related goldwork there . 

Ιπ my library research at both iπstitu

tioπs Ι exarniπed πatural mateήal resources, 
trade routes, aπd sites exhibitiπg granula
tioπ. These items were visually plotted οπ 
maps in an attempt to locate boundaήes and 
fiπd corollaήes betweeπ symboJ and meaπ

iπg. Furthermore, textual and historical evi
deπce from the Near East and Egypt was 
examined in an attempt to better uπderstand 
the politics aπd eveπts duήπg the peήod , in 
addition to the ecoπomy, social structure, 
and craftiπg coπsiderations of the regioπ . Ι 

hope that this will shed light on some of the 
impetus for the movements of technology, 
styles, aπd iconographies, ίπ additioπ to the 
socioeconomic, political, and symbolic 
problems addressed ίπ the dissertatioπ , and 
thus provide iπsights iπto coπtext aπd 

meaning for the material culture. Techno
logical considerations- especiall y related 
to pyrotechnoJogy- are being assessed as 
a possible point of cross-craft iπteraction . 
Stratigraphical and chroπological issues 
related to specific sites were another rel
evant area of research. 

AdditionaJ research will inc1ude devel
oping a fiπa1 positioπ on wider chrono-

logical issues within the Mediteπanean, fol
lowing up οπ pyrotechnica1 issues ίπ other 
crafts that may indicate cross-craft iπterac
tion, and fi nal πatural resource and trade 
route mapping. Ι may also exarniπe a few, 
select pieces of Mesopotamiaπ granulatioπ 

from Ur iπ the British Museum, aπd Egyp
tian, Minoan, and Syήan goldwork ίπ New 
York to rouπd out the data set. 

- Thea Α. Polίtίs 

Samuel Η. Kress Joίnt Athens
Jerusalem Fellow, 1999- 2000 

~ 

Tracing Byzantine lnfluences 
on ltalian Art 

My year as aπ Oscar Broπeer Fellow af
forded me the opportuπity to expJore the 
roots of Romaπ paiπtiπg, particularJy Ro
maπ Romanesque miπiatures . Half of my 
research, carried out duήng Fall 1999, in
volved the review of literature concerniπg 
theories of Byzantiπe iπflueπce οπ ceπtraJ 
Italian paiπting of the earJy High Midd1e 
Ages. This review had a sereπdipitou s re
su1t: πamely, the clari:ficatioπ of a fuπda
meπtal weakness in the stylistic chroπology 
of Romanesque paintiπg iπ ltaly as estab
lished iπ the 1950s and 1960s by Edward 
Garrisoπ . The fouπdatioπ of Garrisoπ ' s 

timeliπe was that πο paiπting requiriπg aπy 
pictoήal skill was produced duriπg the elev
eπth ceπtury ίπ Rome or the surrouπding 
territory. Accordiπg to this model, Romaπ 
art experieπced a quickening only just be
fore 1100, aπd thus oπly fro m that date 
oπward were the chief moπumeπts of Ro
man Romanesque paίntίπg to be positioπed . 

Prior to my literature review, the basis of 
this reasoniπg had beeπ uπcertaiπ; iπ 

Gaπisoπ ' s studies ίπ the Hίstory of Medί
eval1talίan Paίntίng, it is presented as aπ 
axiom. However, it became appareπt from 
my review that Garήsoh's ideas were rooted 
in the wήtiπgs ofWiJhelm Kohler aπd oth
ers, who had ideπtified, if ofteπ by subt1e 
implicatioπ , the iπtensificatioπ of the 
knowledge of Byzantium iπ Western Eu
rope that accompanied the First Crusade as 
a semiπal fac tor iπ Roman aπd other 
Romanesque art. 

Because my οwπ research ο π the Italian 
Giant Bibles had led me to be1ieve that 
some of the most skillfully paiπted Roman 
Romanesque miniatures should be dated to 
the 1060s or 1070s, my 1iterature review 
had two results. First, it made possib1e the 
comp1etion of the historiography chapter of 
my dissertation, iπ which Ι trace the histo
ήography of the Italian Giant Bibles from 
the sixteeπth ceπtury to the tweπtieth , with 
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speciaJ atteπtion \Ο issues of localization 
aπd chroπology aπd to the validity of the 
geπeral (though by πο meaπs uπiversal) 
rejectioπ of Garήson 's chroπology appareπt 
in ItaJi aπ scholarship of the Iast decade. 
Secoπd , it pr~cipitated a πarrow iπg of my 
iπquiry iπto East-West exchange to two is
sues - πamely, to what extent Italiaπ 

Giant Bib1e miniatures depended on ideas 
lifted or skills leamed from Byzaπtium, and 
the meaπs by which those ideas were 
traπsmitted. 

With regard to the borrowiπg of ideas 
and the learniπg of skills, my subsequent 
work focused on detailed comparisoπs of 
specific features, such as the foπnal vocabu
lary of the modeliπg of flesh and fabrics, 
observable iπ eleveπth-ceπtury Byzantine 
works extant in Greece and Turkey, espe
cially the crypt at Hosios Loukas. Ι aJso 
spent considerable time iπquiriπg into the 
iconography of the paintiπgs of the atrium 
of the Desiderian rebuilding of Moπte
cassiπo, 1ong held to be a chief prirnary point 
of the importing of Byzantine style, if not 
of icoπography, into ceπtral and southem 
Italy. Here the result was unexpectedJy sat
isfyiπg: the discovery of a likely source for 
the otherwise uπprecedeπted iconography 
of the miπiatures at the ceπter of my dis
sertatioπ, those of the Giant Bible of the 
Biblioteca Augusta iπ Perugia (Ms. L. 59) . 
Regardiπg the means oftransmission of 

these aπd related ideas, Ι focused my efforts 
οπ three areas: Latiπ and Greek texts de
scribing the events of the papal embassy to 
Coπstantiπople of 1053; Roman and other 
centraJ Ita1iaπ moπasteries where Greek 
moπks resided; and Italian moπastic and 
trading communities iπ Coπstantiπople . 

The fruits of these studies were the amass
iπg of a significant bibliography, the read
iπg in depth of vaήous key sources iπ the 
Geππadius and BJegeπ Libraries, aπd the 
amassiπg of a database of documented iπ
staπces of East-West contact iπνοlνίπg the 
exchange or exporting of objects, the move
ment of trained artisaπs , the travels of 
kποwπ or possible patroπs , and the long
term resideπce of Greeks and Italians 
abroad. This last endeavor provided me 
with much new inforrnatioπ and a road map 
for future research, particularly with respect 
to moπasteήes ίπ Rome, whose Byzantine 
roots aπd coπtiπuiπg Byzaπtiπe contacts 
were previously unknowπ to me. From this 
research and its coπtiπuatioπ in the comiπg 
year, Ι plan to produce a substantial article 
or, eveπtually, a book, οπ Greek preseπce 
in Rome ίπ the tenth aπd e\eveπth centuries 
and its role ίπ the developmeπt of Roman 
paiπtiπg . 

-Lίla Yawn 
Oscar Broneer Fellow, 1999-2000 



Left to right: New Regulαr Progrαm students Peter Turner, Hill Fellow; Rodney Fίtzsimons, 

Hirsch Fellow; αnd Chryssα Bourbou, L. Angel Fellow, Wίener Laborαtory, gαther αt the fαll 
welcome gαrden pαrty, ushering in the lαrgest Regulαr Progrαm enrollment sίnce 1983. 
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Photo, left: Co-Dίrectors of the Pseirα Excαvαtions, Costis Dαvαrαs αnd Philίp Betαncourt, 

celebrαte Phίlip Betαncourt's honorαry Ph.D. from the University of Athens, αt α June gαrden 
pαrty held in his honor. Photo, right: Lucy Shoe Meritt, Publicαtίons Editor Emeήta, αttended 

α reception in her honor αt Bryn Mαwr College on September 29. 

Left to right: Stephen Floyd, τίnα Hαnsen, αnd Mike Lippmαn αt the Summer Session 11 
welcome gαrden pαrty in June. 
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Thanks to DOE funding, Archivist 
Natalίa Vogeikoff-Brogan attended the 
XIV International Congress on Archives, 
which took place in Seville, September 21-
26, 2000. The Congress was organized by 
the International Council on Archives 
(ICA), a professional, international, non
governmental organization, whose main 
mission is to promote the preservation, de
velopment, and use of the world's archival 
heήtage. The conference focused on two 
important issues: the management and use 
of electronic records in a global context and 
the development of archival science as a 
scholarly discipline. 

The Wiener Laboratory recently an
nounced the publication of Palaeodiet in the 
Aegean, Wiener Laboratory Monograph 1, 
papers from a colloquium held at the De
cember 1993 meeting of the Archaeologi
cal Institute of Ameήca in Washington, 
D.C. Sarah J. Vaughan, then Director of 
the Wiener Laboratory, and William D.E. 
Coulson, then School Director, edited the 
monograph. 

Two recipients ofResearch Fellowships 
under the Mellon East-Central European 
Visiting Scholars Program were in resi
dence last spring. Κ veta Smolaήkova, of 
the Czech Institute of Egyptology, Charles 
University, Prague, furthered her study of 
the relations between Greeks and Egyptians 
duήng the first millennium B.C. Alexandru 
Avram, Associate Lecturer, Faculty ofHis
tory, University of Bucharest, continued 
work on his project "Megara and its Colo
nies," begun after he had studied Megaήan 
colonies in the Black Sea area. 

As part of the School 's Self-Study, a 
Visiting Committee was in Athens from 
October 4 to October 14. The committee 
consists of Chair W. Robert Connor 
(President and Director of the National 
Humanities Center) and committee mem
bers John D' Arms (President, Ameήcan 
Council of Learned Societies), Richard 
Lariviere (Dean, College of Liberal Arts, 
University ofTexas), Sarah Morris (Uni
versity of California at Los Angeles), and 
Josiah Ober (Pήnceton University). 
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Summer Session 11 pαrtίcίpαnts, as well as session director τimothy 
Winter (Austίn Peαy Stαte Unίversίty; second row, fαr rίght), gαthered 

αt α fαrewell pαrty in the School gαrden in August. 

Petros Kαlligαs, former Ephor of tlιe 1st Ephorαte of Antiquities αntl 
Director of the Acroρolis Museum, αnd Eve Hαrrison, School 
Mαnaging Committee Memba Emerita, αt her 80th bίrthdαy pαrty 
celebrαtίon in the &hool gαrden, June 14, 2000. 
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Dr. Ρ. Roy Vαgelos, President ofthe School's Boαrd ofTrustees, 
wαs guided through α rescue excαvαtion neαr the city ofThebes by 
the Ephor, Vαssilis Arαvαntinos, in June. 

The Wiener Laborαtory hosted αn open house αnd gαrden reception 
on October 3 in honor of Dr. Ρ. Roy Vαgelos, President ofthe Boαrd 
ofTrustees ofthe Americαn &hool. At the reception, Wiener Lab 
Fellow Cαrinα /ezzi describes her doctorαl reseαrch on bίoαrchαeo

logicαl αnαlysis of humαn populαtions to Gennαdeion Trustee 
Loucαs Kyriαcopoulos, αnd School Executive Vice President αnd 
Gennαdeion President Cαtherine Vαnderpool. 



ΝΕΗ Fellow Reconstructs Early Temple in Corinth 

Robin F Rhodes ( University of Notre Dame), recipίent of the School 's 1999-2000 Senior Research Fellowship supported by the National 
Endowmentfor the Humanities (ΝΕΗ), reports on his research on α seventh-century B.C. temple inAncient Corinth and ίts place in the 
evolution of monumental architecture. 

As the 1999-2000 ΝΕΗ Senior Research 
Fellow at theAmeήcaπ School, Ι was able to 
devote aπ entire year to the study aπd publi
cation of the seventh-century Β .C. temple ο η 
Temple Hill in Coήnth, perhaps the earliest 
truly monumental temple in Greece aπd 
uniquely important to our understaπding of 
the beginnings of monumental architecture 
and the oήgins of the Doήc order. In the 
course of the year Ι wrote a draft of the mono
graph aπd completed the measurement, field 
drawings, aπd final drawings of all the blocks 
aπd tiles that will appear in the final publica
tion, as well as several reconstructed views 
of the temple aπd its architectural details. Ι 
am grateful to the ΝΕΗ aπd to the Americaπ 
School for making this work possible, as well 
as to my diligent team of architectural assis
taπts who devoted the summer field seasons 
of 1999 aπd 2000 to a blitz of final measure
ments aπd drawings. 

The subject is a goldmine of information 
about the oήgins of monumental architecture 
in the Coήnthia, aπd it provides aπ altema
tive, though complementary, source to 
Vitruvius for the oήginal meaning of stone 
architecture in Greece aπd the abstract, deco
rative forms of the Doήc order. 

The aπcients themselves associated the 
Coήnthia, in the northeast Peloponnesos, the 
heart of Dοήaπ Greece, with the first fruits 
in a long, unbroken tradition of monumental 
Greek architecture. The Corinth temple 
staπds at the head of that tradition and was 
almost immediately followed by a second 
Coήnthiaπ temple that copied it in virtually 
every detail, that of Poseidon in the Saπctu
ary at Isthmia. The remains of the Isthmia 
temple were published in detail more thaπ 
twenty years ago, but without benefit of aπy 
analysis of its immediate predecessor and 
clear inspiration. Instead, parallels were 
sought far beyond the Coήnthia aπd its chro
nological context, and its remains were 
interpreted in good Vitruviaπ fashion as be
longing to a fully Doric temple: lacking 
specifically Doric elements in the stone aπd 
teπacotta remains of the building, they were 
simply restored in wood. Disappointingly, in 
light of the temple's early date and Coήnth's 
central position in the economic and cultural 
world of early Greece, such a reconstruction 
added little to the discussion of the oήgins of 
Doήc. Subsequent restudy and debate has 
ίncreased our understaπding of that building, 
but a much greater contribution to the search 

Proposed reconstructίon 
of early tenψle on 
Temple Hίll, Corίnth. 

for the origins of monumental architecture in 
Greece and the roots of the Doric order, 
as well as to the problem of the Isthmia 
reconstruction itself, is now provided by the 
seventh-century temple at Corinth. 

Surpήsingly, aπd contrary to the impres
sion created in its excavators by the fragmen
tary nature of the blocks aπd the lack ofDoήc 
features in the remains, a significaπt percent-

age of the oήginal building appears to be pre
served. Among its roof tiles aπd wall blocks 
is clear evidence for virtually every signifi
caπt detail of the building. Here, for the first 
time in Greece, monumental scale, substaπ
tial stone comice aπd wall socle, aπd heavy 
tiled roof are alJ combined in the same build
ίng. For that reason the temple at Corinth 
might be characteήzed as the first truly monu
mental architecture ofClassical Greece. Yet 
the Coήnth temple is not Doήc : it had no tήg
lyphs or metopes, no peήstyle. Nevertheless, 
it was vital to the formation of that mainlaπd 
canon of architectural form: its remains 
clearly witness the genesis of a number of the 
major elements of later Doήc aπd provide un
ambiguous aπd crucial insights into Vitruvius 
and the misty cultural memory he records of 
the oήgins of the Doήc order. Its remains elu
cidate those of the Isthmia temple aπd of sev
eral other early buildings in the northeast 
Peloponnesos aπd securely place the Coήnth 
temple at the head of a line of closely related 
representatives of a distinctive regional style 
of pre-Doήc monumental architecture. As its 
originator, the Coήnth temple is the key to 
understanding that style, both its roots in the 
local Coήnthiaπ tradition of practical con
struction and its direct evolution towards 
the developed Doήc order of sixth-century 
Greece. 

Summer Session a Life-Shaping Expeήence 
This year's Summer Sessions, led by Glenn R. Bugh (Department of History, Virginia 
Polytechnίc lnstituμ and State Universίty) and τimothy F Wίnters (Department of 
Languages and Literature, Austin Peay State Universίty), once again proved to be an 
invaluable experience for those who attended. Among the students was Karin Halvorsen 
(Universίty of Arizona), recipient of the third ASCSA Alumni!ae Assocίation Summer 
Scholarshίp, who volunteered the following thoughts about her tίme in Greece. 

Both professors aπd students have told 
me that the most common remark made 
about the Americaπ School Summer Ses
sion is "it was aπ amazing expeήence, but 
Ι would never do it again." However, Ι think 
Ι would do it again. My professors here in 
Aήzona say my eyes light up when they ask 
me about the Summer Session. One of the 
first things Ι tell them is how lucky Ι was to 
have had this opportunity, and how grate
ful Ι am to everyone who made this trip 
possible for me. 
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If Ι had to sum up the Summer Sessions 
experience in one word, it would be expo
sure--exposure to people, sites, museums, 
aπd theAmeήcaπ School itself, a family of 
students and professors within the world of 
Classics. The first people Ι met were the 
other students in the program. While it was 
not always easy to live so closely with nine
teen other people, in the end Ι found that Ι 
had met nineteen interesting and intelligent 

contίnιied on page 18 



2000-2001 Lecture 
Series Schedule 
Announced 

Tbe Scbool's 2000-2001 Lecture 
Series opened on November 7 witb 
Olga Palagia (University of Atbens) 
presenting 'Ίnterpretations of Two 
Classical Atbenian Friezes," followed 
on December 12 by Peter Κrentz 
(Davidson University), wbose topic 
was "The Storm of War." Lectures 
scbeduled tbrougb tbe winter and 
spήng include: January 23, Paul Zanker 
(Gerrnan Arcbaeological Institute in 
Rome), "Dornitian's Palace on tbe Pa
latine and the lmperial Image;" Febru
ary 6, Harald Hauptmann (Director, 
German Arcbaeological Institute in 
Istanbul), 'Ά New Picture of tbe Early 
Neolithic in Upper Mesopotarnia -
New Ligbt on tbe Neolithic Revolu
tion;" February 20, Agnes Rouveret 
(University of Paris), 'Ήellenistic 

Paintings in the Louvre Museum;" Feb
ruary 27, Paula Perlman (University of 
Texas), "Πολιτεία Πολιτείαι: Region
alism and Particularism in the Political 
Institutions of the Cretan Polis;" March 
2-3, lntemational Symposium in tbe 
Gennadius Library, organized by tbe 
Gennadius Library, Greek Institute in 
Venice, and The House of Cyprus, 
Κύπρος και Βενετία: Οψεις της 
Κυπριακής Διασποράς (Cyprus and 
Venice: Aspects of Cypriot Diaspora), 
and opening of exhibition "Cyprus and 
the Serenissima;" Marcb 6, Trustees 
Lecture, Walter Burkert (University of 
Zurich), "Dionysiac Mysteήes of tbe 
Classical Epoch;" March 13, NinthAn
nual Wiener Laboratory Lecture, Mark 
Stoneking (Max Planck Institute, 
Leipzig), 'Άncient DNA: Prornises and 
Pitfalls;" March 20, Ί\νentieth Annual 
Walton Lecture, David Woodward 
(University of Wisconsin), "Ί'he First 
Map of tbe World: Anatomy of tbe 
World Map of 1508 by Francesco 
Rosselli;" March 30, Open Meeting on 
tbe work of the School in 2000 and 
lecture by Merle Langdon, ASCSA 
Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Clas
sical Studies, "Roman Attica;" and 
April 24, Ρίήe Lecture, Archer Martin 
(School of Classical Studies at tbe 
Ameήcan Academy in Rome), "Fullers 
at Pompeii and Ostia: Ostian Evidence 
for tbe Wool Trade at Pompeii." 

Wiener Laboratory News 

Research at the Wίener Laboratory contίnues to encompass α dίverse array of topίcs. 
Research Assocίate Helena Soomer and Senίor Research Assocίate Fellow Ruth Sίddall 
summarίze theίr work at the Laboratory. 

Last fall Ι worked at tbe Wiener Labo
ratory witb Anne Ingvarsson-Sundstrom 
from tbe University ofUppsalaDepartment 
of Arcbaeology and Ancient History to es
timate tbe age at deatb of Bronze Age Lema 
children from the Middle Helladic period. 
This project will be published as part of her 
doctoral dissertation. In particular, we pre
pared our tootb samples for neonatal Iine 
analyses . The neonatal line is a marker of 
Iive birtb tbat under light rnicroscope shows 
up in tbe enamel. Consequently, we were 
able to estimate age at death more accu
rately in these children. We were able to 
deterrnine that a few of the infants, in fact, 
eitber were stillbom or succumbed shortly 
after birth. In 1999 Ι received the IAFS 
Emerging Forensic Scientist Continental 
Award from the Intemational Association 
of Forensic Sciences Congress in Los An
geles for tbis work. 

This year Ι am exarnining teeth in the 
Wiener Laboratory Human Skeletal Collec
tion housed at the Division of Animal and 
Human Physiology at tbe University of Atb
ens. τhis year's work is designed to create 
a reference collection for age-specific den
tal features among modern Greeks. The 
data in tbe reference collection will include 
morphologic exarnination, digital images 
(both gross and rnicroscopic), dental thin 
sections for histology, and radiographs. 
τhis work will aid in medical and forensic 
identification of human remains of modern 
Greek origin, and may aid to better age 
ancient Greek populations as well. The 
work will take account of dietary differ
ences between Greeks and other popula
tions not exarnined iή previous work. 

- Helena Soomer, DDS 
Doctoral candίdate, Unίversίty of Helsίnkί 

Despite having trained as a structural ge
ologist and a geochronologist and having 
studied for my Ph.D. a chain of mountains 
formed over 300 million years ago and 
largely eroded away by 250 rnillion years 
ago, the activities of man, a subject much 
disrnissed by many in my field, bave always 
been a source of fascination for me. There
fore, tbe opportunity to work as a geologist, 
applying geological techniques to archaeo
logical materials and landscapes, was not 
one to be missed. Over tbe last few years Ι 
have been working on various aspects of 
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Corinthian geoarchaeology and geology, 
focusing predominantly on Roman-period 
and earlier lime cements, mortars, and con
cretes and, more recently, the geological 
evolution of tbe Jandscape. τhis work has 
culrninated in an attempt to put tbis mate
rial together to present an overall review of 
the geoarchaeology of Ancient Corinth. 

Geological field techniques are not so 
dissirnilar to tbose employed by tbe field ar
chaeologist; geologists are interested in 
stratigraphy (altbough we work on time
scales with the basic unit of one million 
years, somewhat inappropriate for studying 
classical civilizations in Greece). However, 
much of the material excavated from ar
chaeological sites is derived in one way or 
anotber from rock, be it a soil, a pot, a sculp
ture, or even a metal. 

Coins began their lives as geological ore 
deposits, and geochemical methodology 
can potentially unlock their secrets to reveal 
their place of origin. On a regional scale, 
geological processes are largely responsible 
for the morphology of the Earth 's surface 
(although man is pretty good at modifying 
this locally), and tbere is no place better suited 
to illustrate this tban the Gulf of Corintb. 

Ancient Corinth overlooks one of the 
most geologically active zones in Europe. 
Tbe Gulf is a rift valley that formed and 
continues to form as a direct result of plate 
tectonic processes tbat are pulling tbe Greek 
mainland apart. Although this process has 
been happening over the last five or so mil
lion years, we humans have been constantly 
aware of its effects in the form of earth
quakes. However, geology has not only 
plagued the Corinthia with natural disas
ters; it has also blessed it witb an extraor
dinarily bountiful water supply in an oth
erwise arid landscape, plus ideal building 
materials for masonry and making cements, 
and a clay source that has given us the dis
tinctive buff-colored pottery. In fact, a bet
ter site could not be imagined for a city, with 
close access to the sea ο η both sides of tbe 
country and a Jofty acropolis with its own 
water supply. Of course, we should not for
get that although tbe geological history has 
been particularly benevolent in this particu
Jar area, it is the perceptiveness and inno
vation of its human occupants tbat has 
driven tbe discovery and use of these natu
ral resources. 

- Ruth Sίddall, Ph.D. 
Unίversίty College, London 



The Archaeology of Qumran Reassessed 

In αddίtίon to her teαchίng loαd αt Tufts Unίversίty αnd her very effective chαίrmαnshίp of 
the School 's Summer Sessίon Commίttee from Ι 998 to sprίng 2000, Jodί Mαgness hαs αlso 

αssumed the tαsk of wrίtίng α semίpopulαr monogrαph on the αrchαeology of Qumrαn. 

Two αwαrds enαble her to devote her sαbbαtίcαl yeαr ίn 2000- 2001 to thίs project: αn 
ΝΕΗ Fellowshίp αnd α Skίrbαll Vίsίtίng Fellowshίp αt the Oxford Centre for Hebrew αnd 
Jewίsh Studίes αt Oxford Unίversίty, where she wίll be ίn resίdence from Februαry to June 
2001. Here she summαrίzes for the Newsletter αudίence the bαckground of her project 
αnd prelίmίnαry conclusίons. 

The Dead Sea Scrolls are manuscripts 
dating to the first centuries B.C. that were 
discovered in the late 1940s and early 1950s 
in caves near the site of Κhirbet Qurnran 
(hereafter refeπed to as Qurnran), by the 
northwest shore of the Dead Sea. They in
clude the oldest preserved copies of the He
brew Bible (Old Testament) and related 
works. Other scrolls, such as the War Scroll 
and the Manual of Discipline (Community 
Rule), are literary works describing the be
liefs and practices of the Jewish sect to which 
the scrolls belonged. Approximately 800 
scrolls, mostly fragmentary, were discovered 
by Bedouins and archaeologists in eleven 
caves in the vicinity of Qurnran. Some were 
found in 1951-1956, when an expedition led 
by Roland de Vaux, a Biblical scholar and 
archaeologist at the Ecole Biblique etArcheo
logique Franι;:aise de J erusalem, exarnined the 
caves. De Vaux also conducted excavations 
at the site of Qurnran, where he uncovered the 
remains of a settlement that was occupied 
from the late second century B.C. to 68 A.D. 
He believed that this settlement was inhab
ited by Jewish sectarians, who he and other 
scholars have identified as the Essenes men
tioned in such ancient sources as Flavius 
Josephus, Philo Judaeus, and Pliny the Elder. 
The descriptions of the beliefs and practices 
of the Essenes in these sources coπespond 
roughly with the information in the sectarian 
scrolls. While differing in some details, the 
ancient sources and scrolls largely agree in 
descήbing this group as a radical Jewish sect 
of the Second Temple peήod in Palestine, 
which broke away from mainstream Judaism 
over differences in the interpretation and prac
tice of Jewish law, including the cult in the 
Jerusalem Temple. Although some members 
were apparently maπied and lived in towns 
and villages around Palestine, there were also 
isolated communities consisting mostly or 
entirely of adu1t celibate men. The members 
of this sect believed that an apocalyptic war, 
as is descήbed in the War Scroll , was immi
nent. Their apparent bluepήnt for the future 
Jewish Temple and holy city of Jerusalem is 
provided in the Temple Scroll . 

According to de Vaux, members of this 
sect inhabited the site of Qurnran and depos
ited the scrolls in the nearby caves. This is 

View of Cave 4 at Qumran, in which 
approximately 500 scrolls were found. 

supported by a number of peculiarities in the 
archaeological remains. For example, the 
large number of mίqvα 'ot (Jewish ήtual 
baths) accords with the information provided 
by the ancient sources and the scrolls regard
ing the sect's concem with ήtual purification. 
The absence of pήvate dwellings or houses 
and the presence of n,umerous workshops and 
rooms used for communal purposes, includ
ing a large dining room, are suggestive of a 
communal social structure. 

Although he produced a number of pre
liminary reports and a synthetic overview of 
the archaeology of Qurnran, de Vaux died in 
1971, before publishing the final report ο η his 
excavations. His mateήal was "inheήted" by 
the archaeologists who succeeded him at the 
Ecole Biblique and is now in the hands of 
their cuπent archaeologist, Jean-Baptiste 
Humbert. Today all of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
even those that are still unpublished, are ac
cessible to everyone. τhis is not the case with 
the archaeological mateήal from de Vaux's 
excavations at Qurnran. Except for a recently 
published volume containing photographs 
from the time of the excavations and 
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de Vaux's unedited field notes, no additional 
archaeological mateήal has been published 
since de Vaux's death, and none of the un
published mateήal is accessible to outside 
scholars (including myself). In the late 1980s, 
Humbert iήvited two Belgian archaeologists, 
Robert Donceel and Pauline Donceel-Voute, 
to work on the final publication of the 
Qurnran mateήal with him. Although they 
retumed to Belgium without producing a fi
nal report, the Donceels published several 
bήef articles in which they suggested that 
Qurnran was a "villa rustica" instead of a 
sectarian settlement. This theory received a 
great deal of publicity when it was broadcast 
as part of a PBS special on Qurnran and the 
Dead Sea Scrolls. Since then, other scholars 
have proposed altemative interpretations of 
Qurnran, including that it was a fort, a com
mercial entrepot, or a fortified manor house. 
In my opinion, the archaeological evidence 
does not support any of these altemative iden
tifications. For example, compaήsons with 
the layout, inteήor decoration, and finds (such 
as pottery) associated with contemporary 
Judaean villas indicate that Qurnran could not 
have functioned as a villa or manor house. 
My book will draw upon the articles Ι have 
already published on this subject and will 
include new information, based ση a system
atic analysis of all of the published reports. Ι 
hope it will provide a balanced, authoήtative, 
and up-to-date overview of the archaeology 
of Qurnran, and will become a standard ref
erence work consulted by scholars and lay 
people alike. 

Blegen News 
contίnued fronι page 1 Ο 

sity ofUtah server that will host the project. 
Once complete, AODL will serve as a cost
effective, centralized, intemet-based mech
anism for the standardization and electronic 
delivery of important bibliographic and 
ful\-text information from al\ CAORC 
member centers. The initial goal of the 
project is the union catalog of all center li
braries, of which the first section is sched
uled to go on line this winter. As it nears 
completion, additional components of the 
AODL will be brought on line, including a 
consolidated database of photographs in the 
centers' unique historical and archaeologi
cal photo archives, aπ index of articles in 
uniquely held foreign journals, and a map 
holdings database. Detailed information ο η 
the AODL Project, its bibliographic and 
resource components, the participating li
brary collections, and project funding and 
adrninistration, as well as a link to a site 
mock-up, may be found at www.aiys.org/ 
aodl.html. 



Urban Bees at Home inAthens 
Susan /. Rotroff (Washίngton Unίversίty), 1999- 2000 Kress Agora Publίcatίons Fellow, 
reveals here how the more mundane facets of research can sometίmes yίeld sweet surprίses. 

Thanks to a Κress Agora Publications 
Fellowship, Ι was able to spend eight 
months of the 1999-2000 academic year 
in Athens studying Hellenistic coarse pot
tery at the Agora. Most of my activities 
were the day-to-day "donkey work" that is 
part and parce\ of the fmal stages of a large 
project: check:ing references and dates, 
verifying information from excavation ar
chives, mak:ing sure that illustrations are in 
order. Ι also needed to descend to the bow
e\s of the Stoa of Attalos to examine more 
of the context pottery. These are the bro
ken bits and pieces, too poorly preserved 
to warrant inventory, but stored away at the 
time of excavation as an important part of 
the data upon which archaeological dating 
and interpretation depends . Anyone who 
wants to know more about an area of the 
excavation, or about the associations of an 
inventoήed object, must, in the end, resort 
to the pottery lots or, as they are farniliarly 
known at the Agora, "the tins" (after the 
o\ive-oil tins that are usually used as stor
age containers). 

This is ted.ious and dirty work. Inevita
bly the pottery of interest is located high 
up and behind something else. lt has been 
lying there for years, covered with a thick 

Nancy Winter Retirement 
cσntίnuedfrom page 10 

conservator/advisor on digital technologies 
(Phyllis Graham) is new, and much book 
mending is now done in-house, providing 
needed rescue of the aging collection as 
well as savings in book-binding costs. 

Throughout all the changes, Nancy has 
been a consistent force for improvement 
and innovation. She was instrumental in ob
taining funding for the ARGOS Project, 
which is creating an on-line catalogue of the 
holdings of the School and other foreign 
school libraries in Athens. With this and 
other projects, she used the issue at hand as 
a way of establishing good relations with 
colleagues at other institutions. The two 
conferences that she organized at the 
School on architectural teπacottas brought 
together scholars from many countries, with 
similar positive results, and helped pave the 
way for her successful book, Greek Archί
tectural Terracottas: From the Prehίstorίc 
to the End of the Archaίc Perίod (Oxford 
1993). 

Over the years Nancy has maintained a 

layer of dust and worse that must be care
fully vacuumed away before sorting can 
begin. Many times the material does not 
provide the hoped-for answers-but, if you 
are lucky, you may be rewarded with a 
pleasant surpήse. In my case, Ι was unpre
pared for the fact that almost every lot of 
pottery Ι looked at contained a fragment of 
teπacotta beehive. Ancient Greek hives are 
tall, umbrella-stand-shaped pots, partially 
scored on the interior. The scoring, in
tended as an aid to the bees in attaching 
their combs, makes the hives easy to iden
tify even in small fragments. Although sev
eral complete hives and many fragments 
have been inventoήed at the Agora, it was 
only this search through the tins that re
vealed to me how widespread this shape is 
in Hellenistic deposits. That might not be 
so intήguing if the Agora were a farm site 
in the Attic countryside, like the famous 
Vari House, where excavators of the Bήt
ish School at Athens identified an apiary 
in the 1970s. But ancient Athens was a 
large city, with closely packed houses and 
narrow streets, inhabited by a population 
of many thousands. The hives are not found 
in potters' debήs , so they are unlikely to 
be newly made equipment awaiting sale. 

close, caring relationship with her predeces
sor, Mary Zelia Philippides, who at age 94 
still tells vivid stoήes of early days at the 
School. Our long friendship has continued 
as well. Nancy and Ι have taken many 
trips together; our far-flung ventures have 
ranged from the Bah'amas to Bourtsi and 
Bogazkoy, Copenhagen to Cephalonia and 
Cos, and Paris to Paros and Poros. Α mas
ter at nabbing taxis quickly, traveling light, 
and spotting the best shops or restaurants, 
Nancy has the opposite luck with the ex
change rate. Ι usually change money on a 
different day. 

Her unfortunate bout of seήous illness 
( double pneumonia and mono) last spring 
led to Nancy's decision to take early retire
ment from her position as Head Librarian 
ofthe Blegen Library in order to complete 
her book on Etruscan architectural teπa
cottas. Ι am already planning a new set of 
trips: fromAthens toArezzo (the truffle pasta 
is superb) and Sant' Omobono (in Rome) to 
Santa Barbara, her future home base. 
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Some, in fact, had.been broken and mended 
with lead clamps in antiquity, another in
dication that they had already seen use. 
They could perhaps have been in storage, 
but it is hard to see why old hives would 
have been stered in the city if they were in
tended for use in the country. Ν ο, these finds 
show that urban dwellers as well as country 
people kept bees. Although this seems sur
prising at fust, it stands to reason; honey 
was the most potent sweetener available to 
ancientAthenians, but it was also a relatively 
expensive comrnodity. The high cost would 
be a real incentive for individual house
holds to keep a hive or two, in order to pro
duce enough honey for their own purposes. 

Ethnographic parallels show that people 
often live in close proximity to their bees. 
The villagers of Bali hang log hives under 
the eaves of their houses, and beehi ves are 
embedded in the thickness of Kashmiri 
house walls . Both systems provide the nec
essary shelter from heat, especially from 
direct sun; and no one seems to be both
ered by the presence of the insects. Athe
nian hives may have been placed in simi
lar locations, or possibly just in a quiet 
corner of the interior courtyard. In any 
event, my sojoum into the tins gave me a 
peek into an area of Athenian life that Ι had 
not expected to experience. 

Two ΝΕΗ Fellows for 
2000-2001 

Thanks to increased funding for 
Senior Research Fellowships sup
ported by the National Endowment for 
the Humanities (ΝΕΗ), the School was 
able to award two fellowships for the 
academic year 2{ΧΧ)-2001 . 

This year's Fellows are Greta L. 
Ham, Professor, Department of Clas
sics, Bucknell University, and Joseph 
W. Day, Professor, Department of 
Classics, Wabash College. Ms. Ham's 
project, "Dionysos and Male Matura
tion in Classical Athens," exarnines the 
acculturation of Athenian boys 
through rituals in Dionysiac festivals, 
as well as ancient historical, philo
sophical, and biological discussions of 
social and physiological developmen
tal stages. Mr. Day's project, 'Έpigram 
and Reader, Dedication and Viewer," 
is a reconstruction of ancient readings, 
dedicated to the gods, and the viewings 
of these readings in order to locate 
them within their cultural contexts. 

Fellowships for the 2001-2002 
academic year will be announced on 
March 15. 



Planting the Seeds of Greek Learning 

Gennadius Library Trustee Helen Philon, 
wife of Greek Ambassador to the U.S., 
Alexander Philon, and a Trustee of the Soci
ety for the Preservation of the Greek Heri
tage (SPGH), spearheaded the establishment 
of an educational program at the SEED Pub
Lic Charter School in inner-city Washington, 
D.C. Sponsored by the SPGH as part of their 
initiative to help young Americans Leam 
about their Greek heritage, this innovative 
program benefited from the support of the 
American School, which acted as a resource 
for the project. 

As of last year, SEED students between 
the ages of 8 and 12 began Leaming about 
Greek mythology and ancient history in the 
classroom. In June 2000, eight SEED stu
dents, selected after a competition and ac
companied by two teachers, visited sites in 
Greece relating to their studies. The children 
unanimously voted their tour of the Agora 
excavations, guided by Excavation Director 
John ΜcΚ. Camp, the highlight of their visit. 

With the program off to a successful start, 
the SPGH plans to introduce this program to 
other, sirnilar schools in Washington, D.C. 
and elsewhere. 

Crete 2000 Celebration 
contίnuedfrom page 3 

experienced in almost forty years of work 
in Greece. But Tom Brogan came prepared 
with bottles of water and the enthusiasm of 
all participants was more than enough to 
convince those giving the guided tours that 
their efforts were fully appreciated. After 
repeated trips back and forth on a small 
kaiki, taking everyone to and from the is
land ofMochlos, Ι was ready to ca\1 it a day. 
Ν ο, the excursion participants wanted to see 
the Late Minoan ΠΙ C chamber tombs, in 
the back ofthe village ofMochlos, and Tom 
Brogan was ga.me for yet another guided 
tour. The explanatory signboards set up at 
Chrysokarnino, Kastro, V ronda, and Moch
los, thanks to the creative design staff at the 
East Crete Center and the cooperation ofthe 
ΚΔ' Ephoreia, were most impressive. Νο 
other archaeological sites in Crete even 
come close to the Jevel of site presentation 
that exists at these American excavations. 
The ephoreia has asked us to do the same 
thing for the site of Gournia. 

The Cretan excursion ended with a 
memorable tour of the site of Kommos, led 

Members ofthe SEED Public Charter 
School in Washington, D. C., and their 
teachers visit the Acropolis. 

by the excavations' co-director and direc
tor, Maria and Joseph Shaw. Ι am sure that 
the Shaws have contributed more prelimi
nary reports to Hesperia than any other 
excavators working at a prehistoήc site on 
behalf of the American School. The monu
mentality of the buildings that Lined the 
shore of Middle 1fnd Late Bronze Age 
Kommos is simply breathtaking. Ι know of 
nothing comparable anywhere in the east
em Mediterranean world. 
Α centennial celebration is obviously a 

once-in-a-lίfetime experience. Ι believe that 
it was a salutary undertaking for all Ameri
can archaeologists now working on Crete 
to have taken this opportunity to go back 
to the works of their predecessors, to gain 
a renewed appreciation for what was ac
complished ο η Crete duήng a period of η ο 
more than fifteen years (1900-1914), and 
to relate their own work to everything that 
has been done on Crete, and wήtten about 
Crete, since Harήet Boyd Hawes first put 
shovel to dirt at Kavousi on May 14, 1900. 

'€>'€>'€> 
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Summer Session 
contίnued from page 14 

students from across the country and had 
even made several lasting friendships. 
These are the people 1'11 run ίnto at confer
ences and meetings; these are my future 
colleagues. Ι also met many eminent schol
ars and other experts in the field. One such 
scholar who Ι got to know well was our 
director, Glenn Bugh. His sense of humor, 
patience, extensive knowledge, and kind
ness made the program all the more 
enjoyable. 

The American School Summer Session 
offered me exposure to completely new 
:fields and a more in-depth Jook at familiar 
ones. Α session on epigraphy, one field 
about which Ι had known very little, in
cluded a trip to the epigraphical museum 
and an epigraphy workshop, where Ι made 
my :first squeeze. We visited a large num
ber of well-known and lesser-known sites, 
both of which often included a tour by the 
director of the excavation. We saw the re
sults of previous and cuπent field sessions, 
gaining fιrst-hand knowledge from experts 
in the :field, including theories and other 
information not yet published. 

Sitting on the plane duήng my ten-hour 
flight to Athens, Ι thought about what Ι 
wanted to get out of this program. Ι came 
up with three main goals. As this was my 
first tήp to Greece, Ι hoped to see as much 
of the country as possible. Within the first 
few days, Ι knew that meeting this goal 
would not be a problem. Ι saw far more 
during this trip than Ι had ever imagined. Ι 
also planned to start developing my per
sonal slide collection. With a11 the museums 
and sites we visited, my collection is al
ready quite diverse and includes shots that 
Ι may not be able to get again because of 
restricted access to certain buildings and 
sites, such as those of the interior of the 
Temple of Apollo at Bassai and the area 
beneath the Temple of Athena Nike. Lastly, 
Ι thought that by attending the Ameήcan 
Schoo\ Summer Session, Ι would be better 
able to naπow my focus and pήmary inter
ests within the field of Classical Archaeol
ogy. What seemed an irnpossible task at first 
became easier as Ι recognized those areas 
to which Ι kept returning, especially the 
oήgins of Doήc temples and Classical and 
Hellenistic P..Gttery. 

Ι can say confidently that the American 
School Summer Session was one of the 
most unique leaming expeήences I've ever 
had. Ι know that few of my retum trips to 
Greece will compare to this one. 



Α Classic in his Field 
contίnιιed froιn page 2 

which are the secure fouπdatioπs of ar
chaeological research, or those whose vi
sioπ aπd iπsight let them syπthesize mas
sive amouπts of iπformatioπ to preseπt a 
cohereπt aπd πew picture from aπtiquity. 

Homer had the good fortuπe to cornbiπe 
both aspects. His atteπtioπ to miπutiae and 
his eye for detail allowed him to aπalyze 
pottery, read stratigraphy, or ideπtify archi
tectural fragmeπts with astouπding acuity, 
aπd at the same time he wrote comfortably 
aπd authoritatively οπ the eπtire spaπ of 
Athenian history. 

We ask a lot of our field archaeologists 
these days; we expect them to be scholars, 
teachers, fuπd-raisers, aπd admiπistrators. 
There areπ ' t maπy who master all aspects 
of the job, but Homer Thompsoπ did. Ιπ 
additioπ to his iππate iπtelligeπce aπd eπ
ergy, Ι think there are two main reasoπs for 
his uπparalleled success. 

First, he was extraordiπarily geπerous 
with his time aπd with his support of both 
studeπts and his colleagues. Ν ο matter how 
busy he was, his door was always opeπ, and 
humanity flowed iπ and out coπstaπtly. He 
had some time for everyoπe, aπd was par
ticularly eπcouragiπg to youπg people. Ι 
remember iπ the early 1970s visitiπg his of
fice in Arneήca. What are you working οπ, 
l'd ask, thinkiπg that ποw that he was re
tired, he must have more tirne for scholar
ship. Iπstead, he would show me the large 
pile οπ his desk: each day's mail brought 
requests for letters of recommeπdatioπ for 
fellowships , applicatioπs to atteπd the In
stitute, teπure reviews, Agora maπuscripts 

requiring approval, other uπsolicited manu
scήpts awaitiπg his atteπtioπ, and a mass of 
geπeral coπespoπdeπce from fήeπds and col
leagues. All were dealt with thoughtfully and 
coπscieπtiousl y, time speπt uπse lfishly, ad
vanciπg the hopes aπd aspiratioπs of others. 

This geπerosity toward colleagues re
\ates directly to the other reasoπ for his suc
cess: a williπgπess to collaborate. His very 
earliest work iπ Atheπs was a collaborative 
veπture, the excavatioπ aπd publicatioπ of 
the Ρπyχ with Koπstantiπe Kourouπiotis, 

and his magisteήal accouπt of the Agora 
was produced with R.E. Wycherley. Ιπ the 
Agora he oversaw and Jed a diverse team 
of scholars who worked well together with 
him; includiπg, amoπg maπy others, his 
wife, Dorothy Burr Thompson, Lucy 
Talcott, Alisoπ Frantz, Virginia Grace, 
Evelyn Harήson , Mabel Lang, Bill Diπs
moor, and, of course, that other giaπt of 
tweπtieth-ceπtury Athenian archaeology, 
John Travlos. 

The visioπ and care that informed his 
scholarship carried over to the administra
tion of the excavations. Uπder his directioπ 
the later accretions on the Church of the 
Holy Apostles were stripped away aπd 
the buildiπg was restored to its origiπal 
eleveπth-ceπtury form. Ever miπdful of the 
visitors to the Agora, he laid out paths, iπ
formation paπels, and beπches, aπd over
saw a huge laπdscapiπg project carήed out 
by Ralph Griswold, desigπed to turn the 
barreπ excavatioπs iπto aπ archaeological 
park. lt is this spirit, now almost 50 years 
old, which survives today in the great uπi
ficatioπ project desigπed to link the ancieπt 
sites of Atheπs iπto a siπgle, visitor-fήeπdly 
archaeological park. And his was the guid-

Memorial service at Stoa of Attalos ση June 26, conducted by the Reverend Malcolm Bradshaw. 
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The Thompson family - Hilary, wife Dorothy, 
Pam, Hope, and Homer - at the dedication of 
the Stoa of Attalos, September 1956. 

iπg spirit behind the reconstruction of the 
buildiπg which shelters us today. When ex
cavatioπs showed there was no good place 
for a museum, he uπdertook to restore this 
magπificeπt buildiπg which so faithfully al
lows us to experieπce the effectiveπess of 
a Hellenistic stoa, providing as it does, light, 
fresh air, and protection for huge numbers 
of people. 

Wheπ Homer uπdertook somethiπg, he 
did it properly. This became clear to maπy 
of us Jast fall. Usually the train passes aloπg 
the πorth eπd of the building, but οπ Sep
tember 7 at 3:08, the earthquake made it 
souπd like the train was comiπg ήght 
through the buildiπg. As we all cowered 
uπder the liπtels of our respective office 
doorways, Ι remember thinkiπg, π ο πeed to 
rush outside, surely most of Atheπs will fall 
dowπ before the Stoa does. And, indeed, the 
damage was miπimal. Wheπ Ι last saw 
Homer in November, he was pleased to leam 
how the buildiπg had weathered the storm. 

We have much to learπ from aπd much 
to be thankful for iπ the life and career of 
Homer Thompsoπ, a man who combiπed 
eπergy and hard work, collaboratioπ aπd 
visioπ, to traπsform both our knowledge of 
aπcieπt Atheπs aπd the appearaπce of mod
erπ Atheπs . Today is aπ opportuπity to visit 
the stoa he brought back to life, to pray iπ the 
church he restored, aπd to stroll iπ the park 
he created. We gather to honor and remem
ber him as best we can today, but iπ fact he 
himself has left the most appropriate aπd 
meaπiπgful memorials and monumeπts. 
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ASCSA Managing Committee member 
Jack Davis, Professor at the University of 
Cincinnati, was awarded an ΝΕΗ grant of 
$150,000 for the Mallakastra Regional 
Archaeological Project, an international 
project invol ving archaeological field work 
and data analysis at the ancient Greek 
colony of ApolJonia, in central Albaniao 

~ 

The London Hellenic Society awarded 
its 1999 John Do Cήticos Pήze to Edmund 
Keeley, Professor Emerίtus at Princeton 
University, Gennadius Library Trustee, for 
his work Inventίng Paradίse: The Greek 
Journey 1937-1947, published by Farrar 
Strauss & Girouxo 

~ 

New York University's Institute of Fine 
Arts sponsored a symposium on archae
ometry in honor of Malcolm Hewitt 
Wiener, School Trusteeo The symposium, 
held on March 11, 2000, was chaired by 
Peter Ian Kuniholm, Cornell University, 
who a1so spoke on dendrochronology in the 
Aegean and Eastem Mediterraneano 

~ 

Carol Mattusch, Managing Comrnittee 
member, Chair of the Publications Comrnit
tee, and Professor at George Mason Univer
sity, oversaw the publication of From the 
Parts to the Whole: Acta of the 13th Interna
tίonal Bronze Congress, held at Cambrίdge, 

ΜΑ, May 28-June 1, 19960 Volume 1 ofthe 
Acta, part of the Journal of RomanArchae
ology, Supplement Seήes #39, was pub
lished late last year; Volume 2 is ο η its wayo 

~ 

Last spήng, the Architecture and Plan
ning Library and the Department of Clas
sics at the University of Texas at Austin 
honored Lucy Shoe Meritt, Publications 
Editor Emerίta , with an exhibition, "The 
Legacy ofLucy Shoe Meritt: Texas Contri
butions to Etruscan Archaeology Past, 
Present, and Futureo" It was followed by a 
similar exhibition at Bryn Mawr College 
this fall. 

~ 

In Apήl 2000, Gennadius Library 
Trustee Constantine Leventis, President of 
the Α. G ο Leventis Foundation, spoke at the 
opening of the Metropo1itan Museum's 
Galleries of Cypήot Art. Hosted by the 
Foundation, which endowed one of the four 
galleήes, the black-tie event was attended 
by Cyprus President G1afcos Cleήdeso In 
October 2000, Mro Leventis and the Foun
dation received a Humanitarian Award from 
the Cyprus Federation of Arneήcao 

~ 

Schoo1 Trustee Marianne McDonald, 
Professor at the University of Califomia, 
San Diego, and Executive Director of the 
Arnerican Philologica1 Association, re
ceived recognition in several arenas over the 
past yearo In December 1999 she received 
the APA's Medal for Distinguished Ser
vice-only five have been awarded since 
the medal 's inception in 1984-and in May 
2000 she received an award from the 
Arnerican-Hellenic Council. Her transla
tion of Antίgone was performed (with an 
Iήsh cast) in Ireland in Spήng 2000, at the 
Intemational Festival of Ancient Drama at 
Delphi in July 2000, and in Austria at the 
Camuntum festiva1 in Summer 2000, and 
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will be performed at the Old Globe in 2001. 
The Old Globe was also the site of the Fall 
2000 performance of McDona1d's version 
of Trojan Women o 

~ 

Adrienne Mayor, whose fascination with 
Greek mythology became firmly entrenched 
while she and husband Josiah Ober (David 
Magie Class of 1987 Professor of Classics at 
Princeton University, ASCSA Regular Mem
ber 1978-1979) lived in Athens, recently 
published a book examining the connections 
between classical myths and fossil finds in 
Greek antiquityo The Fίrst Fossίl Hunters: 
Paleontology ίn Greek and Roman 1ίmes was 
published last May by Pήnceton University 
Presso 

~ 

Chairrnan of the Managing Comrnittee 
Stephen τracy (Professor at Olιio State 
University), member of an intemational ad
visory board overseeing the preparation, in 
cooperation with the Berlin Academy, of a 
third edition of inscriptions from Attica 
from the fourth century BOCO and after, at
tended a meeting of the board in Athens in 
ear1y Novembero 

~ 

τwο School Managing Committee 
members received summer stipends in 2000 
from the ΝΕΗ: Martha Risser, Professor 
at Tήnity College, for "Archaic and Clas
sical Pottery from the Sanctuary ofPoseidon 
at lsthmia (Greece);" and Margaret Mook, 
Professor at Iowa State University, for "The 
Late Minoan IIIC through Orientalizing 
Pottery from the Excavations on the Kastro, 
Creteo" 
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